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Homecoming / Clemson Memorial Stadium
5 RichardBuUer
Clemson's only senior wide receiver has had to follow his
brother's footsteps since coming to Tigcrtown, Although he
won't break [erry Butler's records, Richard Butler is making
a name for himself. Tim Bourret profiles Clemson's clutch
wide receiver.
y TigerFans
Clemson fanatics got a lot of attention last year when they set
the Guinness Book ofRecords figure for single-day balloon re-
lease. But, Tiger supporters have been rabid for many years.
Jill Mixon takes a look at some of the more interesting Clem-
son fans and what they do to show they are behind the Tigers.
^ y Cheerleaders
While the Clemson football team was ranked 1 1th in the final
poll last year the cheerleaders were doing even better. In com-
petition in Dallas, TX the squad finished third in the nation.
Maria Farry takes us through their schedule and what it means
to be a Clemson cheerleader.
Tiger Olympians
A couple of former Clemson athletes captured medals at the
Los Angeles Olympics this past summer. Noel Loban became
Clemson's first medal winner in any sport when he captured
a bronze in wrestling. Al Bynum reviews the competition from
a Clemson standpoint.
5 y University Feature
South Carolina 4Hers are learning some interesting things
about trees. Tom Lollis takes a look at that industry and the
findings of a number of studies that could have a bearing on
your lifestyle.
^ This Day In Tiger Football
Clemson has had some excellent wins on this day in Clemson
football. Danny Ford's team will try to make it 8 out of 12
on this day in history. Sam Blackman takes us on a chronologi-
cal review of the Tiger Football games on October 20.
^5 JeffWeUs
Clemson's starting defensive end has battled back from quite
an illness to become a starter in his senior season. A versatile
performer, Wells was a starter as a freshman on the other side
of the line of scrimmage, tight end. Kassie Kessinger sum-
marizes his career.
99 TigerRag
Paul Yoder, the man who gave the world Tiger Rag, will be
on hand for the Homecoming Festivities today. David Webb
talked with Yoder about his career and the history ol the song
that shakes the Southland.
Chuckie Richardson
Number-56 is a veteran linebacker who has always done well
when called upon. While others ahead of him have gone
down with injury at one time or another, Chuckie I^chardson
has never missed a game. Al Bynum takes a look at the native
of North Carolina who would be a consistent starter at most
of the other schools in the ACC.
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Today could be a landmark ^ame in the cele-
brated career of Clemson middle guard William
Perry. The bigsest Tiger and the rest of the defense
will have to contain the Duke Blue Devils, a team
that has averaged 22.3 points and 395 yards a
game against Clemson over the last four seasons.
Although Clemson has won the last three meet-
ings, Perry is looking for a satisfying victory.
The 320-pound native of Aiken, SC, is one of
the leading candidates for the top honors in col-
lege football among linemen, the Lombardi
Award and the Outland Trophy. Those awards are
given to the best lineman in America and ac-
complishments in the sack, tackles for loss and
fumble recovery departments have a significant
bearing on the voters.
With one outstanding play this afternoon Perry
could set three career records for defensive exper-
tise. If Perry can sack the quarterback and cause
a fumble all in one play he would become Clem-
son's all-time leader in career quarterback sacks,
career tackles for loss and career fumble involve-
ment (caused fumbles and fumble recoveries).
Ironically, it has worked out that Perry has tied all
three major career records at about the same time
and he could eclipse them all with one quick
charge over center and into enemy territory.
The marks he stands to break are held by three
prominent Tigers of the past, two of whom are still
stars in the pro ranks. The Clemson sack record
is now held by Perry and San Francisco 49ers star
jim Stuckey (18). The tackle for loss record (45)
is held by Perry and former Clemson linebacker
Randy Scott, and the fumble involvement record
(12) is held by Perry and Tampa Bay Buc
linebacker [eff Davis, the captain of the 198 1 Na-
tional Champion Clemson team.
Heading into this game Perry is the Tigers'
leader in tackles with 47, he has 36 first hits and
1 1 assists. Twelve of his tackles have been for loss
which might lead the nation, although the NCAA
does not keep official statistics in that category. He
is coming off a career-high 1 2-tacklc performance
against North Carolina. He also had three tackles
for loss in the game and stopped Ethan Horton six
times. He took over the game on one series in the
fourth period when he had two tackles for loss,
then forced an interception with pressure on
North Carolina quarterback Kevin Anthony.
Last season Duke coach Steve Sloan said before
the contest with Clemson that he was going to rent
a Winnebago to simulate William Perry for his
scout team during his preparation for the Tigers.
The former Alabama quarterback has deep respect
for Perry and undoubtedly wc will see some inter-
esting and innovative plays from Duke quarter-
back Ron Sally this afternoon.
Duke's offense has been solid for many years.
For the first time in four seasons Clemson will not
have to face Ben Bennett, a quarterback who
threw for about 1 ,000 yards against Clemson in
his career, including 367 yards last year when he
hit 34-53 in the air.
The Blue Devils have not been as effective in
their last three games and Sally's absense is the
major reason. He did not play against South
Carolina or Virginia and the result was a pair of
losses. But in the two games he has played Duke
is 1-1 and he has hit 25 of 45 passes for 297
yards and two TDs.
The receiving corps is led by Gary Frederick, a
senior who has been slowed by ankle problems
this season. He has only five receptions for 66
yards, but he always plays well against Clemson.
Chuck Herring is another player who stars against
the Tigers. He caught two touchdown passes last
William Perry could break three Clemson career records in one play this afternoon
against Duke.
2
year in the game in Durham and has 1 2 catches
for 1 94 yards this season.
Julius Grantham is another Duke star who has
had injury difficulties. He had 141 yards in the
opening win against Indiana and scored a
touchdown, but he pulled knee ligaments against
South Carolina and is questionable for this game.
Mike Peacock, who had 70 yards in his first care-
er start against Army, will see most of the action
from the running back slot.
While the Duke offense against the Clemson
defense might get the most attention this after-
noon, there are stars on the other sides of the ball
for the respective teams. Nick Buoniconti, like
Clemson 's Richard Butler, is rapidly making a
name for himself. The son of the former Notre
Dame All-American and Miami Dolphin star by
the same name is second on the team in tackles
and has the quickness to chase down running
backs on pass patterns.
Mike lunkin is the team leader in tackles from
the linebacker slot. He is a tall player for a
linebacker at 6-4. |oby Branion will challenge
Clemson's Ronald Watson as the hardest secon-
dary hitter in today's game. He had 17 tackles
from his comerback slot against Army. Allen
Scales is only 5-8, but he leads the team in passes
broken up and also has 26 tackles for the year.
The Tiger offense got things in gear in the fourth
quarter against North Carolina by scoring 17
points. Quarterback Mike Epplcy hit Terrancc
Roulhac with a 76-yard bomb, the ninth longest
pass in Clemson history, in the fourth period to
give Clemson the momentum. Kenny Flowers
later iced things with a 27-yard run for a
touchdown, his first score of the season.
Eppley now has 23 career touchdown passes
and he has become one of the most productive
Clemson quarterbacks in history. Twenty-two of
the TD passes have taken place in the last 16
games and he is only two TD passes away from
breaking the Clemson career record for scoring
passes. Bobby Gage and Tommy Kendrick had 24
apiece during their careers. Eppley has also
thrown at least one TD pass in the last five games
and that is only two games away from Tommy
Kendrick's Dimaggion streak of seven games in a
row.
Stacey Driver, a 5-8 running back who looks
like he still should have a letter of permission from
his mother to play in the games on Saturdays, has
been the toughest runner on the Clemson team
this year. He has been the backyard bully of the
running backs, with 394 yards in 81 carries and
he now has well over 1 ,000 yards in his career.
Flowers is second in the rushing parade with 204
yards on a 4.3 yard average. Terrcnce Flagler is
still third on the charts with 194 yards and a
healthy 6.7 yard average. Unfortunately a Flagler
ankle has not been healthy and he has carried the
ball only six times over the last two weeks.
While the line battles between William Perry
and the Duke offensive line will be interesting, it
will be a battle of coaches that will be worth ob-
serving. Two disciples of Bear Bryant will be going
at it when Steve Sloan and Danny Ford match
wits. Both played at Alabama in the sixties, Sloan
as a quarterback and Ford as a tight end and offen-
sive linemen.
In fact, Sloan was an offensive coach for
Alabama in 1968 and 1968 when Ford was a
junior and a senior with the Crimson Tide. Thus,
Sloan used to tell Ford what to do on the practice
field. The present Duke coach hopes Ford doesn't
have a long memory back to the days of those
extra sprints on the Alabama practice field, or a
time when Sloan might have changed a play that
was designed to throw a pass to the current Clem-
son coach. Conversely, Ford hopes Sloan doesn't
have a long memory when it comes to remember-
ing strategy talks between the two when they were
in their off hours of study at the university.
**«««•««
Clemson's next home game will be November
3 against Wake Forest. Tiger fans will want to
come early to catch the basketball team in action
in a full-scale scrimmage at Littlejohn Coliseum at
10:00 AM. This will be the first public appear-
ance of Cliff Ellis' Tiger team as they prepare for
the season opener against Tennessee Tech on
Monday, November 26. The scrimmage will be
free of charge and open to the public.
«*•**•••
The final day of the Clemson Invitational Soc-
cer tournament will be held tomorrow at Riggs
Field. Clemson will meet Tampa University at
3:00 PM and Florida International will play N.C.




(3-2 Overall, 2-1 vs.ACC)
Rushing
Att Yds Avg TD LG
Driver, TB 81 394 4.9 2 19
Rowers, FB 48 204 4.3 1 27
nasler, TB 29 194 6.7 3 43
Griffin, TB 32 141 4.4 2 20
Eppley, QB 36 129 3.6 31
CLEMSON 243 1090 8 43"
Opponents 240 831 3.5 3 61
Passing
Att Cmp Int Yds Pet TD LG
Eppley 102 58 6 786 .569 9 76
Parele 12 6 89 .500 1 32
CLEMSON 114 64 6 875 .561 10 76
Opponents 1 10 53 11 657 .482 4 49
Receiving
Rcc Yds Avg TD LG
R Williams, WR .. 12 163 13.6 2 46
Dunn, TE 12 113 12.9 2 26
Roultiac, WR 11 210 19.1 4 76
Butler, WR 8 124 15.5 1 25
Boyer, WR 5 85 17.0 25
nowers, FB 4 33 8.3 11
CLEMSON 64 875 13?7 9 76^
Opponents 53 657 12.4 4 49
Interceptions
Int Yds Avg TD LG
Danforth, SS 2 30 15.0 1 22
Mack, BAN 2 18 9.0 10
Davis, CB 2 6 3.0 6
Watson, FS 1 14 14.0 14
CLEMSON 11 75 6.8 1 22
Opponents 6 76 12.3 46
1984 Results
CU-
Date Opp. W-L Site Opponent
S. 1 40-7 W H APPALACHIAN ST
S. 8 55-0 W A Virginia
S.22 23-26 L A Georgia
S.29 21-28 L A Georgia Tech
0. 6 20-12 W H N. CAROLINA
O.20 DUKE (Homecomins), 1 :00 PM
0.27 at N.C. State, 1:00 PM
N. 3 WAKE FOREST, 1:00 PM
N. 10 VIRGINIA TECH, 1:00 PM
N. 17 vs. Maryland (Baltimore) , 1 :00 PM
N.24 SOUTH CAROLINA, 1 :00 PM
Spealung
1984 Duke Stats
( 1-4 Overall, 0-1 vs. ACC)
Rushing
Att Yds Avg TD LG
Peacock, TB 63 227 3.6 1 22
Grantham, TB 41 171 4.2 1 18
Sime, FB 19 80 4.2 17
Monk, TB 19 42 2.2 13
Atkinson. TB 14 28 2.0 8
DUKE 220 491 2^2 3 22^
Opponents 247 1138 4.6 8 46
Passing
Att Cmp Inl Yds Pet TD LG
Sally 45 25 3 297 .556 2 28
Slayden 47 26 4 261 .554 23
DUKE 121 69 11 741 .570 2 28
Opponents 84 45 5 672 .536 6 65
Receiving
Rec Yds Avg TD LG
Herring, WR 12 194 16.2 28
Reed, TE 7 75 10.7 21
Russell, TE 7 61 8.7 19
Green, WR 5 67 13.4 2 18
Peacock, TB 7 42 6.0 14
Sime, TB 8 42 5.3 9
DUKE 69 741 10.7 2 28
Opponents 45 672 14.9 6 65
Interceptions
Int Yds Avg TD LG
Hill, FS 2 0.0
Nixon, DB 1 20 20.0 20
Branion, CB 1 7 7.0 7
Buoniconti, LB ... 1 4 6.2 4
DUKE 5 31 6.2 20
Opponents 11 91 8.3 1 48
1984 Results
Duke
Date Opp. W-L Site Opponent
S. 8 31-24 W H INDIANA
S.22 0-21 L A South Carolina
S.29 9-13 L A Army
O. 6 10-38 L H VIRGINIA
O. 13 0-27 L A Virginia Tech
O.20 at Clemson, 1:00 PM
0.27 MARYUND. 1:30 PM
N. 3 at Georgia Tech, 1:30 PM
N. 10 WAKE FOREST, 1:30 PM
N. 17 at N.C. State, 1:00 PM














When Richard Butler came to Clemson he had
somewhat of an identity crisis ... No, not in the
Rodney Dangerfield sense, more like the Louise
Mandrell sense. From the first day he arrived on
the Clemson campus for a recruiting visit he was
always introduced as Jerry Butler's little brother.
The coaches introduced him as such, new friends
called him by that description. The Clemson press
guide might as well have put "Jerry's little
brother" after his name on the roster.
The comparisons were inevitable, more than
most people could handle. Jerry Butler was one of
Clcmson's greatest receivers when he caught 139
passes for 2,223 yards between 1975 and 1978.
He was a first-team AP Ail-American his senior
year and is in his fifth season with the Buffalo Bills.
While all the coaches knew Richard Butler did
not have the speed or pure talent of his older
brother, Clemson fans knew he would move into
the starting lineup soon. In 1981 he appeared in
only three games and did not catch a pass. Well,
Jerry caught only one pass his freshman year. The
comparisons continued.
In 1 982 Butler played in 10 games and caught
only two passes for 30 yards. It was obvious that
Richard would not break all of Jerry's records at
Clemson. But, over the last two seasons he has
conquered the identity crisis and has certainly
made a name for himself.
"Some players come to your school with a lot
of talent and don't play to their fullest," said Law-
son Holland, wide receiver coach for the Tigers.
"Richard Butler has been as hard a worker as any
player we have ever had. He never had as much
pure speed as Jerry, but he has played to his poten-
tial and we are very proud of the way he has
played.
"He is a team leader, especially among the
wide receivers. They look up to him because he
is one of the finest young men I have ever known.
He uses all the athletic ability he has and is a very
fine individual off the field. I've never known him
to have any enemies.
One area he works hard in is the blocking as-
pect of playing wide receiver, a very important
part of the game. "Richard is the best blocker we
have among the wide receivers," continued Hol-
land. "He was the leader in three of the first four
games this year in knockdown blocks and he led
us for the 1983 season, and he only started two
games. He's taken on anyone, even a 230-pound
linebacker. He's tough!"
"I learned how to block when I came to Clem-
son," said Butler, the only senior among the
Clemson wide receivers. "The coaches work with
you on that phase of the game because it is a very
important aspect of our offense. We run a lot and
you have to make a contribution anywhere you
can. I don't lose sleep over not catching a bunch
of passes, I just try to do my job and if it means
executing downfield blocks that is what I do.
"
But, Richard Butler has not been dreaming all
year about knockdown blocks, he has been able
to reflect on receptions. In the lost weekends in
Georgia, Butler was a bright spot. He had three
catches for 34 yards in Athens and three recep-
tions for 56 yards in Atlanta, and the first
touchdown of his career. Ironically, that yardage
total at Georgia Tech was his career high, the same
field Jerry recorded his career high on.
"That touchdown catch took a load off my
mind," said Butler. "I didn't think I was going to
get there for a while, but I lunged at the end and
made it. I was very excited to say the least."
"We ran that play about three or four times in
our receiver film sessions on Sunday and the
players gave him a standing ovation after we
showed it," said Holland.
There was a time when Butler was not a candi-
date to score a touchdown for Clemson, or even
play the game of football. When he was in the
seventh and eighth grade he was in the school
band, not on the football team. "My older brother
(Capers) was hurt playing football when he was
young and my mother was not willing to let us
play. Jerry finally convinced her, but it wasn't
until he got to high school that he was allowed to
play. I had to follow the same rule and I played
the sax until I went to high school. Then I played
on the football team as a freshman, but I still
played in the concert band until I was a sopho-
more. I've always liked music and it was a lot of
fun."
Butler has had a lot of fun on the field this year
and he has done it in the most opportune situa-
tions. "Richard always seems to come through on
the third and long play," said Holland. "He
makes a tough catch, or makes a key block when
we need it. Last year against N.C. State he made
a miraculous catch on a third-down play when we
needed to keep a drive going and it was one of the
turning points of the game. Everyone remembers
his brother's catch at South Carolina, but that one
Richard made against N.C. State was just as diffi-
cult."
The comparisons are inevitable for Richard
Butler, its been that way for some time. Louise
Mandrell went through the same problems, but
she handled them well, today's she's side by side
with her big sister on national television. Maybe
there's a spot in Buffalo for Richard Butler.
The comparisons continue.





Our Northeastern Hub Our Southeastern HiS Our Midwestern Hub
Let other airlines go with their regional
centers ia big, crowded airports.We'll stick
with our smaller, less congested hubs.
Ourhubs let us offerquickconnections.
And bring new service to cities thatneed it.
Its a strategy that's made Piedmont the
fastest-growing major airline inthe country.
We now carry over a million passengers a
month to over100 cities coast to coast.
So the next time you fly, be sure you fly




As |oe Sherman (Class of '34) once said,
"There is something in these hills that bring to-
gether and binds together and holds together men
and women of ail persuasions of all heights, sizes,
weights, and cultural backgrounds... something
that makes a man or a woman stand taller, feel
better and say to all within ear-shot, 'I went to
Clemson!'"
There truly is something special in these hills
that bring 80,000 fanatic orange-clad Tiger fans
into Clemson, a small southern community of
only 9,000 people, on autumn afternoons. Some
schools call it loyalty, some call it devotion, while
still others call it school spirit. But, here in Clem-
son, it goes by only one name — Clemson Tiger-
mania.
Clemson spirit is indeed unique, in fact you
may go so far as to call if a southern tradition. A
Clemson Tiger fan's enthusiam and loyalty is in-
tense. As the bumper sticker says, "Win, lose, or
draw I love my Tigers." And, there is a direct cor-
relation between the Tigers' won/loss ratio and
the home attendance to prove this fact. In games
played in Death Valley with 60,000 or more
people in attendance the Tigers are 20-2-2.
It is not very hard for the Tigers to arrive at the
magical 60,000 person figure. Ticket manager
Van Hilderbrand explained, "This season we sold
approximately 56,000 season tickets. But, we
still have people coming in now wanting to buy
season tickets for the remaining four games. Then,
wc have 1 1 ,000 student tickets to allocate. You
add just those two groups together and you al-
ready have 67 ,500 avid Tiger fa ns.
"
But, just who is the Clemson fan?
He is Jim johnson of Spartanburg. Johnson
drives over from Spartanburg for each home game
in his Clemson Tiger orange Chevy Surburban
with Tiger paw flags waving. For the North
Carilina contest Johnson and his family had a tail-
gate party for a mere 30 people. Needless to say,
the Johnsons had enough food to feed the entire
starting lineups for both teams. (Six barrels of
chicken, pounds and pounds of potato salad and
cole slaw, six coolers, and enough desert to make
even Shawn Weatherly gain 5 pounds.) Ironi-
cally, Johnson's fondest memory of a Tiger victory
was at North Carolina last year when the Tigers
beat the Tar Heels, 16-3.
The Tiger fan is John Prince and Jack Mitchell
of Abbeville, SC. The Princes and the Mitchells
come to all the Clemson games in their motor
home. And they have been accompanied by a
large stuffed tiger animal for most of the games for
the past four seasons. Prince, who has been com-
ing to the Clemson games since 1949, said, "The
ligcr fans showed their spirit and dedication last November before the Maryland game
with the famous balloon launch.
Tiger is our good luck charm, but we forgot him
when we went to Atlanta for the Georgia Tech
game. We'll make sure we don't forget him from
now on."
He is Dan Gilmour of Beaufort, SC, a Univer-
sity of South Carolina graduate as a matter of fact.
But, don't question his loyalty, his blood runs as
orange as Danny Ford's. "I am originally from
Detroit (it just so happens that the major league
baseball team is named the Tigers) and I had
never heard of Clemson until 1975 when my son
decided to go to school here," said Gilmour. But
Gilmour immediately caught the contagious
Clemson Tigermania. "I started making punch
embroidery patches. One of my favorite ones says
use means 'United States of Clemson'." Another
one of Gilmour's trademarks are his tiger puppets.
But, all that is just a sampling of all his Clemson
paraphenalia.
The Tiger fan is Mrs. Etta Wood of Greenville,
an 83-yeaTS-young lady who has been attending
Clemson games since 1939 when her son, Mar-
ion "Footsie" Wood, played for Coach jess Necly
and then Frank Howard. Still very alert, Mrs
Wood watches each game intently and knows
most of the players by name and position. When
the Tigers go on the road, don't try and disturb her
while she is listening to the game on the radio.
He is even my father, Fred Mixon of Barnwell,
SC. A continious member of IPTAY for 28 years,
Mixon hasn't missed a home game in over 10
years, but he has been attending Tiger contests
since he was in school here in 1 956. Mixon recal-
led one particular game. "It was November
1959, and I was getting ready to report to Fort
Knox, KY with the National Guard. We were
leaving Fort Jackson in Columbia at 3:00 AM on
Saturday morning and my wife had packed one
car with all our belongings to set up housekeeping
in Kentucky. I was planning to ride with Etta and
follow the bus to Fort Knox. I reported to the new
officer at the front door of the bus and told him
I was going to ride with my wife.
"He said no way and told me to get on the bus.
Little did he know, we were planning on straying
to the Clemson game that day. I got on the bus and
walked right out the back door. We then drove
straight to Clemson, because wc were playing
Maryland, the number-one team in the nation at
that time. By halftime Clemson was up 1 2-0, but
ended up losing the game, 28-25. It was one of
the most exciting games I've ever witnessed. And,
there was no harm done when I arrived at f ort
Knox. My papers said I wasn't supposed to be









Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by
Coach Danny Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips.
Consult local listings for times.
WYFF-TV# WCIV-TV • WPDE-TV •WRDW-TV#WOLO-W
GREENVILLE CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA
YOU DON'T GET TO THE TOP
BYJUST PLAYING GAMES.
It takes hard work and a lot of practice. And it
takes a connmitment to being the best. The kind
of commitment Clemson students, faculty and
alumni have also brought to their positions on the
Stevens team throughout the years.
Students filling jobs in nearby plants. Faculty
providing continuing education and valuable
research. And alumni in management roles.
For years we've worked together to create quality
fabhcs. Having Clemson on our side has helped
keep us at the top, too.
STEVENS
J.R Stevens & Co., Inc.
President
BillAtchley
Qemson President Bill L. Atchlcy has an im-
pressive list of credentials and accomplishments.
He is also known as a very down-to-earth, plain-
spoken individualist. In one of his frequent ban-
quet introductions, he was recently described this
way: "This man is an aggressive administrator, a
supersalesman, an innovative educator, and a
talker of good plain common sense
. '
'
Since coming here in 1 979, Bill Atchlcy has
steered Qemson on a steady course toward be-
coming one of the Southeast's preeminent univer-
sities. Under his leadership Qemson is also mak-
ing great strides in developing practical science
and technology and adapting it for the good of all
South Carolina. But in talking about what has
been done at Qemson in the past five years. Bill
Atchley always puts the emphasis on "we", not
"me." And here is some of what Qemson has
accomplished during the Atchley tenure:
- launched strategic planning to develop "cen-
ters of excellence," academic programs where
Qemson will aim for a national reputation.
- obtained a $1 million Center for VLSI Relia-
bility Research, making Qemson the nation's
headquarters for reliability research on "very
large scale integrated circuits," a key compo-
nent of the so-called "supercomputers" of the
future.
- established the $ 1 million Abney Chair of Free
Enterprise in the College ofCommerce and In-
dustry.
- established the Engineering Center for Auto-
mated Manufacturing Technology to study
robotics and other automation technology.
- established the S.C. Energy Research and De-
velopment Center.
- established the Energy and Resource Develop-
ment Institute, which investigates the manage-
ment and development of energy resources in
the entire Southeast.
- joined with the S.C. Research Authority to
create a 2 10-acre research park near campus
to atfract high technology industries.
- unveiled plans for The Strom Thurmond Cen-
ter, a $25 million complex that will contain
a performing arts building, a continuing edu-
cation center, and an institute of government
and public affairs.
- launched a multi-year, multi-million-dollar
project called "Challenge to Greatness" to
raise funds to bolster academic programs and
enchance the University's total educational
experience.
Also during this period the 1 5,000-seat upper
deck project for the north stands in Memorial
Stadium got the nod, and despite four years of one
of the nation's worst recessions, Qemson Univer-
sity with Bill Atchley at the helm has raised $ 1 8.3
million in private funds for academic programs
and boosted the assets of the Qemson Foundation
from $3.4 million to $10.3 million.
A Missouri native. Bill Atchley has an ideal
background to lead Qemson — a unique blend of
education and experience. He holds B.S. and M.S.
degrees in civil engineering from the University of
Missouri and an engineering doctorate from Texas
A&M. He spent 23 exfremely successful years as
a college professor, administrator, and engineer-
ing dean at the University of Missouri and at West
Virginia University before coming to Qemson in
1 979. He still owns and oversees operation of a
productive 500-acre farm near his birthplace in
southern Missouri.
Qemson's president is well-known for his
work in the energy field. He was chairman of the
Governor's Commission on Energy, Economy
and Environment in West Virginia and has served
as science and energy advisor to five governors in
three states. He holds national-level appointments
on the Committee on Fossil Fuels of the U.S. De-
partment of Energy and on the board of directors
of the Great Plains Coal Gasification Project,
which has federal loan guarantees of $1 billion.
At WVU he directed a group that brought a $24
million "fluidizcd bed" research facility to that
campus, and he led a West Virginia business team
whose efforts resulted in the selection of the Mor-
gjmtown area for a $700 million coal conversion
plant. He also managed to find time to serve as
budget officer for a $63 million Personal Rapid
Transit System.
From 1966 to 1975 at the University of Mis-
souri-Rolla, Bill Atchlcy was the coordinator and
liaison between the engineering school and inner-
city projects in St. Louis. He also developed the
program for the school's doctor of engineering de-
gree, and he designed its professional develop-
ment degree.
President Atchlcy has received many honors
stemming from his work in engineering and higher
education. He is in Who's Who in Engineering
Education and is a member of the Academy of Sci-
ences and Outstanding Educators of America. His
publications show him to be a leader in assessing
society's needs and determing how education can
best help the nation and the world.
At one time or another he has been a town al-
derman, a Rotarian, Chamber of Commerce di-
rector. Dons Club member, and local council di-
rector for the Boy Scouts of America. He hcis been
chairman of the American Society of Engineering
Education in the Midwest, chairman of the Coun-
cil of Presidents for all public colleges and univer-
sities in South Carolina, and is on the board of di-
rectors of the American Federal Savings Bank. He
is the only college president in America serving on
the prestigious U.S. International Sports Commit-
tee, whose members include three professional
sports commissioners, the president of the Ameri-
can Baseball League and U.S Olympic Commit-
tee, and the publisher of Time magazine.
An active sports enthusiast, Bill Atchley has a
superior knowledge of athletics. His exf)crtise is
especially proficient in baseball. Before his college
days and a stint in the Army, he spent two years
as a professional baseball pitcher for the former
New York Giants organization. He is one educator
who understands intimately the concept of the
student-athlete. He himself was an athlete who at-
tended college on an athletic scholarship, yet he
recognizes that the role of a university is to build
character and to increase knowledge and intellec-
tual abilities in students.
President Atchley and his wife, the former Pat
Limbaugh, have three children. Julie is a 26-year-
old graduate of Southeast Missouri University and
is a special educaUon teacher in the St. Louis
school system. Pam, 22, was graduated from
Qemson with a degree in engineering last May,






Healthknit'says yes to Kodel.
Good sports for winter sports— Healthknit thermals, in sizes to keep the whole family warm.
Choose from colorful, fashionable solids and prints, all styled in an easy-care
blend of Kodel polyester and cotton. When you want lasting freshness, just look for Kodel.
You'll find Healthknit thermal underwear at fine stores everywhere.
EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC . a subsidiarv of Eastman Kodak Company. 1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK, N Y 10036
KODEL IS Eastman's trademark for its polyester fiber Eastman does not make fabrics or consumer textile products and therefore makes no warranties with respect to such products




No major university that stresses academic
achievement by student-athletes as Clemson
does has had a more dynamic, as^rcssive and
forcchil impact on the Atlantic Giast Confer-
ence and on national intercollegiate athletics
in the last 1 4 years.
That success, across-the-board, in all
sports and in the development of funding for
a self-sustaining athletic program, parallels
the administration of Bill McLellan as athletic
director at Clemson University. Working his
way up through the ranks after joining the
Tiger athletic staff in May 1958, McLellan
took on the task of running the whole show
in February 1971. Since then the sports in-
formation people have not had the luxury of
consistently using file photos or existing text
material to depict the Clemson athletic com-
plex. At Jervey Athletic Center nothing is
more consistent than change.
Brick and mortar, additions to facilities,
aesthetic improvements, innovative funding
techniques, new ideas and fulfilled dreams
have kept writers and cameramen busy
chronicling the astigmatic success and
growth of Clemson athletics.
In 197 1 , as McLellan charted a course for
athletic excellence, IPTAY was providing
$400,000 annually for scholarships. Today
it is reaching $5 million a year for athletic
and academic enrichment. As Executive Di-
rector of IPTAY, McLellan insists that his
fund raisers maintain an endowment to as-
sure that all commitments to Clemson
r
athletes who wear the orange and white are
met.
He has blended private support, gate re-
ceipts and consortium with state banks to
make Clemson Memorial Stadium the
showplace for a national football champion.
Soccer, baseball, tennis, swimming, track,
and wrestling all have facilities that others
seek to emulate. In Littlejohn Coliseum,
NCAA and NIT banners proudly proclaim
that excellence in the two major revenue
sports, football and basketball, can coexist.
In all, Clemson competes in 17 NCAA Divi-
sion I programs — 1 1 men's and 6 women's
— and conference titles, as well as national
ranking are growing consistently in number.
Record crowds watch the Tigers in action
personally and millions more see the excite-
ment of paw power on regional and national
television.
Bill McLcllan's theory for success is simple
... "the Clemson family." He asserts that
those who care for this Institution — alumni,
friends, business and industry — can accom-
plish any task, meet any goal so long as they
pull together in the best interest of Clemson
University.
The pace he sets belie his 52 years, but his
wife, Ann, will attest to his busy schedule
that allows few opportunities for an after-
noon on the lake, a family gathering or a
quiet evening at home. But there's not a
closer "Clemson family" than Bill and Ann
Rogers McLellan, daughter Susy, a Winthrop
alumna. Cliff and Bill, Clemson grads and
Arch Anna, now a senior at Winthrop.
A native of Hamer, SC and a Dillon foot-
ball recruit of Frank Howard, McLellan
earned two football letters at Clemson and
was on the 1952 Gator Bowl team. He
earned his bachelors degree in 1954 and
added a masters in agricultural economics in
1956. In June 1982 the Clemson University
Alumni Association recognized him with the
highest honor it can bestow — the Clemson
Alumni Distinguiscd Service Award. Bill
McLellan, an AD's AD who sees the forest
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What do Oklahoma's Barry Switzer, Penn
State's Joe Patcmo, Nebraska's Tom Os-
borne, Clemson's Danny Ford and Michi-
gan's Bo Schembechler all have in common?
Sure, they're all head football coaches in Di-
vision I colleges, but there is one other thing
that puts these men above the other 98 head
coaches in Division I-A schools.
When it comes to winning football games,
they are the nation's five best, and it seems
only fitting that Clemson's own Danny Ford
would be ranked fourth on that list. After just
six years as Clemson's head coach. Ford has
a .793 winning percentage.
Ford and the Tigers have also won 91.2
percent of their games over the past three
seasons, the best three-year record in the na-
tion and the best three-year record in Clem-
son history.
And the achievements continue. The Ti-
gers have totally dominated the ACC, win-
ning their last 1 9 games against conference
foes. Only Nebraska can claim three straight
seasons of undefeated play against its confer-
ence teams.
It's no wonder to Clemson fans that Ford
has been ranked as one of the nation's best
coaches. The 36-year-old Gadsden, AL, na-
tive came to Clemson in January, 1977, as
assistant head coach and offensive line coach
under the then head coach Charley Pell.
Then December 10, 1978, Pell relinquished
the head coaching duties of the 1978 Gator
Bowl to Ford, and since that time the Tigers
have compiled a 45-1 1-2 record.
But Ford did not discover his winning at-
titude at Clemson; he brought it with him. In-
cluding his years as a player at Alabama
under the late Bear Bryant, he has been as-
sociated with college football for the last 1
8
years. Fourteen of those clubs have had win-
ning records and 1 1 have gone to bowl
games. Additionally, the 1 8 teams have had
a record of 124-47-3, a .720 winning per-
centage.
Ford came to Clemson and promptly led
the Tigers to their first ever national cham-
pionship in 1981 — the pinnacle in college
football. He was deservedly named national
Coach of the Year by United Press Interna-
tional, Station WTBS in Atlanta, Pigskin
Club of Washington, American Football
Coaches Association, Washington Touch-
down Club, Columbus (Ohio) Touchdown
Club, AUanta Touchdown Club and Football
Writers Association of America. He was also
the youngest coach (33) ever to take a team
to the National Championship.
Since that time the Tigers have posted a
winning percentage of .9 1 2, losing only two
games in three years. Crowds filled Death
Valley so often to watch Clemson defeat
teams during the last six years that the
stadium has been enlarged twice and is now
the nation's tenth largest stadium and South
Carolina's largest, seating 78,9 1 5.
With this list of accomplishments, it is
easy to see that the Clemson University
Board of Trustees was right when announc-
ing that Ford should take the reigns of head
coach six years ago. The Board's Student Af-
fairs Committee considered only one name
for the job and after two meetings between
Ford and the committee on the morning of
December 5, 1978, it was the unanimous
opinion of the committee that Ford should be
named as Clemson's 2 1st head coach. Near-
ly 40 years after hiring 31 -year-old Frank
Howard, Clemson had hired a gifted 30-
year-old Alabama graduate to lead the Tiger
forces on the gridiron.
Ford began his association with college
football in 1967 when he started for Bear
Bryant as Ken Stabler's sophomore tight end.
He played three years for Bryant (including
three wins against Clemson) and was an All-
Southeastern Conference choice, All-SEC
academic selection and team captain during
his senior season.
After receiving his B.S. degree in industrial
arts in 1970, Ford remained at Alabama as
a graduate assistant for the 1970 and 1971
seasons. Upon earning a master's degree in
special education in 1971, he was made a
full-time assistant under Bryant for the 1972
and 1973 seasons. The Tide went to four
more post-season games while Ford was on
the staff.
Ford then accepted a position as an assis-
tant coach on Jimmy Sharp's staff at Virginia
Tech. He remained in Blacksburg for three
seasons (1974-1976), before he came to
Clemson under Charley Pell, who had just
been named the Tigers' head coach. Pell and
Ford had served together on the VPI staff for
two seasons.
And only 23 games later. Ford became
head coach of the Tigers at age 30, the
youngest Division I head coach in the nation,
and went on to prove that age has nothing to
do with experience or winning.
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Dr. BJ. Skelton, Chairman
Dr. ). F. Geldard, Secretary
Prof. H.W. Webb
Dr. I. Carolyn Briscoe
Dr. E.A. Vaushn
Dr. R.C. Harshman
Dr. David ]. Senn, President ofthe FacultySenate
C. Stassen Thompson (Scrvins for Holley H. Ulbrich, who is on leave)
,
Immediate Past President ofthe FacultySenate
Dr. )ohn L. Stevenson, Chairman ofthe Scholarship andAwards Committee
Leonard C. Butler, President ofthe AJumni Association
I. L. Donkle, Jr., Immediate Past President ofAlunrni Association
BUI M. Reaves, President oflPTA Y
Dr. John H. Timmerman, Immediate Past President ofIFfA Y
John A. Murden, Chairman ofthe GraduateSchoolAssociation
Mark D. Wilson, President ofthe Student Body
C. Ray Workman, President ofthe Student Senate
















Bill L. Atchley, President
W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President forAcademicAffairs
MelvinE. Bamette, Vice President for Business andFmance
Walter T. Cox, Vice President forStudent Affairs andDean ofStudents
Joseph B. McIDevitt, Executive OfBcer; Secretary to the Boardof Trustees
W. Harry Durham, Executive DtectorofUniversity Relations
Frank Mauldin, Executive Assistant to the President;
DirectorofOffice ofHuman Resources
J. RossComwell, Jr., Executive Assistant to the President
Benjamin W. Anderson, Legal Counsel
DEANS
Arnold E. Schwartz, Vice Provostand E)ean ofGraduateSchool
Luther P. Anderson, Dean, College ofAgriculturalSciences
Paul David Pearson, E)ean, College ofArchitecture
James E. Matthews, Dean, College ofEducation
Benton H. Box, Dean, College ofForestand Recreation Resources
Mary Lohr, Dean, College ofNursing
Henry E. Vogel, Dean, College ofSciences
Ryan C. Amacher, Dean, College ofCommerce& Industry
]. Charles Jennett, Dean, College ofEngineering












It takes work. And careful planning. But you can do the things you need to
do. Make it a good life for yourself and the people you love. Make it an even
better, brighter future. And you don't have to do it alone.
We"ll help. With all the banking services you need. Whether you're just
starting out with your first job, first home, first baby. Or you're already estab-
lished and looking for ways to make the most of what you've accomplished.
But there's more to it than just providing the services you need now.
There's the promise that we'll grow with you. Refining services to help you
cope with change. Developing new ones to help you get ahead.
So you can come to C&S. And stay with C&S. Like thousands of folks all
across South Carolina. They're still building, growing, and achieving, despite
the up and down, 'round and 'round times we live in.
But that doesn't come as a surprise. After all, every one of them is a
Financial Wizard.
Financial Wizards Find AWay At
MEMBER FDIC
TEXTILE HALL CORPORATION
Serving the industry and community since 1 91 5,
salutes all Clemson alumni and fans who are the basis
of our American Textile Industry
VISIT OUR UPCOMING TEXTILE EXHIBITIONS
- Fiber Producer Conference
(Co-sponsored by Clemson University and Fiber Producer Magazine)
October 23-25, 1984
- American Textile Machinery Exhibition-International
(Weaving, Knitting, Dyeing, Printing, and Finishing)
April 25-27 and April 29-May 3, 1 985
- American Textile Machinery Exhibition-International
(Yarn Preparation, Fiber Manufacturing, Non Wovens, and General Plant
Engineering)
October 1 7-1 9 and October 21 -25, 1 985
Textile Hall joins the School of Textiles in urging young people to begin
an exciting textile career by enrolling in one of the curricula administered
by the School of Textiles at Clemson University.
- B.S., M.S., Textile Chemistry
- B.S., Textile Management
- B.S., M.S., Textile Science
- P.H.D., Textile and Polymer Science
"The Textile Industry which was the focal point of the Industrial Revolution is now in the midst
of its second revolution through its application of automated manufacturing, computer con-
trolled processing, automatic control systems, computer aided design and robotics. Clemson
Textile graduates have been at the forefront of developing and changing this traditional, but dy-
namic industry. The American Textile Industry needs creative minds to lead us into the 21st cen-
tury and beyond."
Dr. Edward A. Vaughn
Director, School of Textiles
Textile Hall is pleased to be the donor of the Textile Bowl
presented annually to the winner of the Clemson-N.C. State game.
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Tigers on July 1,





tant athletic director, Memphis State as assis-
tant head coach, and Delta State University
as head coach. Denning graduated from Pre-
sbyterian College in 1960 and received a








Feb. 2, 1981. The
native of Piqua,





State and Wake Forest, where he was head
coach in 1972. Harper graduated from the
University of Kentucky in 1955 and re-
ceived his master's degree at the same school
in 1958. Eight of his former players have





He is also responsi-
ble for recruiting
the lower part of
South Carolina. He
joined the staff on
Feb. 9, 1981 from
Appalachian State
where he was de-
fensive coordina-
tor. The 1971 Western Carolina graduate
captained the Catamounts in 1970 and was
named the team's MVP in 1 97 1
.
Lawson Holland
was a reserve quar-
terback for the Ti-
gers from 1970-
73, which makes





land is in charge of
receivers and re-
cruiting Virginia,
Washington, D.C., and central North
Carolina. The Mooresville, N.C., native
earned his B.A. in secondary education from
Clemson in 1975.
Woody McCor-
vey is the newest
member of the
Tiger coaching
staff, he is in his
second year of
coaching the tight
ends. He came to
Clemson from
Alabama A&M
where he was the
defensive coordi-
nator for four
years. The 1 972 Alabama State graduate let-
tered four years in football at the school be-
fore earning his physical education degree.
He then received a masters degree in health,





backs for the last
sec years. The St.
Augustine, FL. , na-
tive also recruits





two letters in foot-
ball from Appalachian State where he
graduated in 1971 with a degree in health
and physical education. He came to Clemson
from Kentucky on july 5, 1978.
Nelson Stokley
has been the Ti-
gers' offensive co-
ordinator for the
past four years. He
came to Clemson
on January 18,






starting quarterback from 1 965-67 and then
served the fine southern institution as an as-







and is a major
reason why the Ti-
gers' ground game
has been so suc-
cessful. The offen-
sive line coach
joined the staff on
January 5, 1979 from Memphis State where
he was offensive coordinator for three years.
He has also served stints at Iowa State,
Drake, Indiana State, East Carolina and Vir-
ginia. He earned his B.A. and masters de-
grees at Iowa State and lettered three ye£irs
in football and baseball.
Tommy West
coaches the defen-
sive ends and re-
cruits middle and
south Georgia for
the Tigers. He is in







his B.S. degree in health education from the
University of Tennessee in 1975 after letter-
ing three years in football and baseball for the
Volunteers. A fine all-around athlete, he was




making this moment possible
helping make this moment possible at Clemson
University is one of the greatest investments you can
make in America's future.
The Clemson University Annual Fund . . . CUAF! It's the way
you can become a stockholder of this enterprise. If you care for Clemson,
no matter if you never attended a class here, we invite you to become a
partner with us. Make a gift to Clemson this year and every year. It's an
investment that keeps on giving. The CUAF . . . working for Clemson every
day.
IPTAY
IPTAY has bcsun the second 50 years of a long
and successful journey. From a very modest be-
ginning in 1934 with only 162 members, this
athletic scholarship fund-raising group has grown
into 20,000 loyal Tiger supporters. IPTAY is rec-
ognized as the "Number-One" group of its kind
in America. But what is behind the success of
IPTAY?
The reason is people — people who are commit-
ted to a successful program at Clemson University,
both on and off the field. Professors, athletes, ad-
ministrators, managers, trainers, alumni, and
friends all play a part in this success. The results
which have been produced arc something we can
all be proud of in this search for excellence at
Clemson University.
The on-going search for excellence in the
academic area at Clemson University has resulted
in the awarding of the Fulbright Scholarship for
graduates to study overseas to 5 of 6 Clemson ap-
plicants. In addition, a Guggenheim Scholarship
was awarded to another Clemson graduate. Of the
320 valedictorians in South Carolina high
schools, over 1 20 were accepted to Clemson Uni-
versity. Furthermore, a building program is being
instituted on campus that will include a new
chemistry building, as well as the expansion of
several other departments.
That search for excellence is further
exemplified by the efiorts of the 20,000 IPTAY
members who contributed to the total of $5.1
million in 1983. These monies enabled over 440
atfiletes, managers, and trainers to receive schol-
arship aid to attend Clemson.
These athletes also have the strong commit-
ment to excellence that Clemson supporters both
deserve and desire. The Tiger football team has
the best three-year record in college football at
30-2-2. Soccer, men's cross country, women's
cross country, baseball, men's tennis, and
women's tennis were all Top 20 teams, while
men's cross country, women's and men's tennis
were conference champions in 1983-84. Swim-
ming and wrestling enjoyed their best seasons
ever. There were 13 All-Americans and 56 all-
conference performers competing for Clemson, in
addition to the 18 athletes that qualified for the
Olympic trials. There is no doubt that Clemson
athletics enjoyed one of its best years ever.
IPTAY certainly was a major reason for these
accomplishments. But, what is IPTAY other than
scholarships? And, how has Clemson University
benefited from these 50 years of service? The
Clemson IPTAY Club has a board of directors led
by President Bill Reaves, Vice President Lawr-
ence Starkey, and Secretary-Treasurer Jim Patter-
son. Under the direction of these men, the main
purpose of IPTAY continues to be raising monies
for athletic scholarships. Thanks to the foresight
of Athletic Director Bill McLellan and the support
of the Board of Directors, many improvements
have taken place on campus which are of benefit,
not only to athletes and fans of athletics, but to the
academic area of our University as well.
Specific areas of improvement include instal-
ling lights on Riggs Field; building a new baseball
facility, with lights to be added in 1985; funding
Tiger Band travel; funding the annual Sport and
Society Symposium; donating over $200,000 to
the President's Fund; and developing the East
Beach area enjoyed by all Clemson students.
The attitude of Clemson people, especially
those associated with IPTAY, is that "success is a
journey, not a destination." The search for excel-
lence continues at Clemson and, thanks to the
continued support of 20,000 IPTAY supporters,
the excellence in athletics will continue. As
IPTAY begins the second 50 years of service to
Clemson, one may wonder what the future holds.
According to )oe Turner, Executive Secretary of
IPTAY, "the love, sincerity, and support of the
Clemson people give a unique quality to Clemson.
It is for this reason the success the Tigers now
enjoy will continue."
After 22 consecutive years of record-breaking
support, there is no doubt that Clemson will re-
main "NUMBER ONE."
Thank you, IPTAY.
Executive Secretary Joe Turner
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Hamilton drafting tables, files and drafting chairs.
Together they bring about Hamilton Drafting
Systems - a concept that can increase your
drafting productivity and make your drafting
rooms as beautiful as they are functional.
Step into the world of Hamilton Drafting Systems
at Piedmont Printmakers - your full service
drafting and engineering supply company.
Piedmont Printmakers & Supply Corporation
1815 Gervais St, Columbia. S.C, 29202
803-254-6295/1-800-922-5522
Spartan Blueprinters, Inc.
657 N. Church St., Spartanburg, S.C. 29303
803-585-8388
Piedmont Printmakers & Supply Co., Inc. Arco Blueprinters, Inc.
















Texas X 16 X X X 19 9 10 5 19 78
Arkansas 16 X X 12 X 7 18 12 3 X 68
Oklahoma St. X X X X 19 X 12 X 19 18 68
UCLA 1 4 8 X X 17 14 20 X X 64
SMU X 9 X X X 16 17 14 '72 X X 56 '/2
Oklahoma X X X 13 16 X 8 X 18 X 55
Brigham Young 8 14 X X X X 13 X 16 X 51
Clemson 17 10 10 X X X X 11 2 X 50
Arizona St. X X X X 5 14 1 X 12 17 49
Florida X 15 X X X 20 X V/2 10 X 48 Vz
1 wenty points awarded for first place, 1 9 for second, 1 8 for third, etc.
For the fifth time in the last six years the Clemson all-around
sports program has been ranked in the top 1 in the nation. The
survey, conducted by the Knoxville journal, takes into account
national rankings in selected sports. Women's sports are not in-
cluded in this poll, which has been in existence since 1971.
This poll is a good index of the rise of Clemson athletics over
the years. The Tigers were first ranked in the survey in 1 975-76
with a number-20 finish. In the 1978-79 poll, Clemson
climbed to fourth, and in 1 979-80 gained a nimiber-three rank-
ing, the school's highest ever. Three years ago Clemson was
fourth and in 1 98 1 -82 the Tigers picked up the number-five rat-
ing.
Last year five Clemson sports were top 20 teams, headed by
the cross country team's number-four rating. The ranking was
the highest recorded by the Tiger harriers, and Coach Stan
Narcwski was rewarded with National Co-Coach-of-the-Year
honors. The Clemson football and soccer teams were 1 1 th in
final polls, which gave Clemson the lead in the poll after the fall.
But tennis and golf were Clemson's only top 20 teams thereafter.
Lady Tiger teams also had a good year. The women's cross
country team was seventh nationally, while the women's tennis


















CLEMSON TIGER FOOTBALL CAMP '85
Join Head Coach Danny Ford and staff in an opportunity
for boys of all ages and abilities to correctly develop the
fundamental skills of Tiger football.
Camp sessions available for boys enrolled in grades 3-
12.
June 1 7-21 , 1 985 Junior Camp (Grades 3-9)
June 24-28, 1 985 Senior Camp (Grades 10-12)
For more information on the upcoming summer ses-
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LIVE EVENING ENTERTAINMENT
IN PINCKNEY'S RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
INDOOR POOL
SAUNA •WHIRLPOOL
CONFERENCE & BANQUET FACILITIES








SEASON TICKET HOLDERS/OTHER VISI-
TORS: Season ticket holders and other visitors to
the stadium are requested to enter Gates 1,5,9, 11,
or 13. Persons with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located behind the
North and South stands. Ramp entrances arc adja-
cent to Gates 1 and 1 3 on South side and Gates 5
and 9 on North side.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have been
provided at Gates 1 and 1 3 for the handicapped.
WILL CALL: Should you have tickets at the will
call window, you will find them at Gate 1 3
.
Gates 4, 6, 7, and 8 are closed prior to the games
and are opened for exit purposes only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will be
available at Gates 1, 5, 7, 9, 1 1, 13, and the top
decks. Any person leaving the stadium other than
with a team pass must have a pass out check, as well
as an admittance stub to be readmitted to the
stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are located:
South Side - Under Section ); South Top Deck —
Under Section E; North Side — Under Section T;
North Top Deck - Under Section K. Trained nurses
are on hand during the game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher, who knows the seat locations
of doctors. Ambulances are located at Gates 1,5,8,
and 13.
TELEPHONES: Pay telephones are located at the
stadium ticket offices at Gates 1, 5, 9, 13, and lop
decks.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public ad-
dress system is intended primarily for spectators' in-
formation concerning the game. Please do not re-
quest the use of the public address system to make
social contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and mens' rcstrooms are
located beneath the stands and can be reached by exit
from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found,
please report same to Gate 1 informaion booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands are
located beneath all stands and can be reached by exit
from any portal. A concession price list is published
on this page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are re-
ceived in the Security Booth. The emergency number
is 656-2 110.
NOTE: The following items are prohited in Memo-
rial Stadium — umbrellas, folding chairs, chaise
lounges, food and beverage containers of any type,
alcoholic beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
lOP DECK CJTES
7 i 4 S 4 3 2 1
o
E FRANK HOWARD FIELD
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It INFO
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Plush Tigers 8.00 & 12.00
Shakers 1.50
Sun Visors, paper 50
Balloons 3.00
Mates 3.00 & 5.00

















Ice Cream Sandwich 1 .00
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Top Row (L-R): Rodney Foster, Charles Wingard, David Curry, Larry McManus, Brian Holden, Joel BuUard, Duke Davis, Dwayne
Chandler.
Bottom Row (L-R) : Reno Wilson, Phillip Jhant, Bill Long, Andy Barker, Robby Corley, Danny Moss, Randall Balch.
The Tiger Paw Boat Flag is a great
way to show your support for the
Clemson Tigers while you are at
the lake, on a camping trip, or in
your car.
Designed with metal grommets,
the 12" X 18" nylon boat flag is
perfect for aluminum staffs,
trailer ladders, or car antennas.
Show everyone you're a Tiger fan.
Order your flag today.
For information on our Clemson
Tiger Flagpoles or our Tiger Paw






Clemson Boat Flags. I havePlease send me
enclosed my check or money order for $9.35 (this includes
postage and handling) plus applicable sales tax for each flag
.
Please send me brass Clemson Tigers. I have
enclosed $28.95 (this includes postage and handling) plus




*Make Check Payable To
STATE ZIP
P.O. Box 3978
Greenville, S. C. 29608
TEL. (803) 242-5262
The brass Tiger is an elegant way
to show your support for the
Tigers. These Tigers, cast in
brass, are perfect for office,
home, or anywhere you want to
show people you're a "Tiger."
These Clemson Tigers are 4"
high and 9" long.
We also furnish all types of
flags, banners, and
pennants— custom made
or standard. All standard
flags are kept in stock for
immediate delivery.
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custom carpet service, inc.
Creating rugs ofdisctinctionfor the Southeast
Add a personal touch to your decor with a custom
designed area rug combining your choice of colors.
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
• Carpet sales & installation
• Binding & fringing area rugs
• Fringe dyed to match carpet
Kings Rd.










As the most extensive product line in terms of col-
ors and deniers, Phillips Mars^ess olefin multlfilamentyarn
sets the standard for the upholstery industry. But this
technically superior yarn also has a wide variety of other
fabric applications.
Fabrics for window curtains, shower curtains,
drapes, mattress ticking, indoor/outdoor furniture
covering, bedspreads. The list goes on and on.
So do the benefits of using this strong, yet light-
weight yarn. For example, Marvess olefin has the lowest
specific gravity ofany fiber, which reduces the number of
endsand picte needed per square inch. Thus it produces
more yards per pound of fabric. And that means big sav-
ings to you.
Our non-allergenic, fade-resistant yarn also has ex-
IVIARVESS" OLEFIN
MAN MAIH': FIBERS/LIFE MADE BETTER
tremely low moisture absorption, so less energy is re-
quired in the drying process -which means additional
savings. And because of its high strength, wet or dry, fab-
rics don't need to be overconstructed.
Last, but certainty not least, Phillips Fibers has the
largest plant capacity in the U.S. devoted exclusively to
producing textile olefin filament yarns for the home fur-
nishings industry. And the price is competitive, but then,
thatis what you'd expect from one of the performance
companies.
For more information and service that's second to
none, contact Olefin Fibers Marketing, Phillips Fibers Cor-
poration, PO. Box 66, Greenville, SC 29602. Call:
803/242-6600.
:phiiups> PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
OLEFIN FIBERS MARKETING
RO. BOX 66. GREENVILLE, SC 29602
(803} 242-6600
Trademark Phillips Petroleum Company
SBIldBPS
Brothers, Inc.
SERVING INDUSTRY SINCE 1955
Post OKice Box 18 Galfney, South Carolina 29340 • 803-489-1144
METAL FABRICATION
Products: Products constructed from all
thicknesses and grades of metal include but are
not limited to: tanks, hoppers, ductwork (rec-
tangular, round and oval), breeching, conveyors,
pressure vessels, pipe support systems, air pollu-
tion control equipment, ladders, catwalks, quench
tanks, guards, parts washers, combustion air fuel
systems, prefabricated pipe systems, process
dryers and special machines.
PROCESS PIPING
iti
Services: Services offered vary from
underground process and plumbing systems to
all types of chemical and high pressure piping.
We have ASME "U," "UM," "PP," "S," and "A"
stamps and the NBBPVI "R" stamp, for fab and




Services: Sanders Bros., Inc. offers clients
HVAC installation in the institutional, commercial
and industnal market. We further offer design build
capabilities in the commercial and industnal areas.
We follow our installations with service after sale
capabilities on a contract maintenance and
emergancy basis.
MILLWRIGHT • RIGGING *
MACHINERY ERECTION
Services: We offer our clients a full range of
mechanical and design-build services. These in-
clude but are not limited to: machinery erection,
process piping, fume and exhaust systems, in-
strumentation, plant relocation, export packing
and process air systems.
We employ in-house millwrights, sheet metal
mechanics, nggers, ironworkers, certified welders,
pipe fitters, instrumentation technicians, electri-
cians and testing and balancing personnel.
Our total mechanical capability offers our clients
a single source for services, from two-man clean-
ing crews to major plant relocations or installation
of new production equipment.
We offer complete shut-down and turn-around ser-
vice, contract maintenance, supplemental
mechanical services and special mechanical pro-
ject construction.
Industries served: We serve the textile,
chemical processing, metal working, food process-
ing, glass, fiberglass, rubber and other industries
requiring quality mechanical service.
Licensed in South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee
and Georgia. ASME "U," "UM," "PP," and "A" certificates.
NBBPVI "R" certificate.
1984 ACC FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
(Due toTV situation, game time in some cases is still not definite)
SEPT. 1— Appalachian at Clcmson (1:00 p.m.)
SEPT. 8- Clcmson at Virsinia (7:00 p.m.)
Indiana at Duke (7:00 p.m.)
Ohio University at N.C. State
Syracuse at Maryland
Virginia Tech atWake Forest (6:00 p.m.)
SEPT. 15— Alabama at Georgia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
Appalachian atWake Forest (7:00 p.m.)
Furman at N.C. State
Navy at North Carolina ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Vanderbilt at Maryland
V.M.I, at Virginia (7:00 p.m.)
SEPT. 22- Wake Forest at N.C. State
The Citadel at Georgia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
Clcmson at Georgia ( 1 :30 p.m.)
Duke at South Carolina (7:00 p.m.)
Maryland at West Virginia (1:30 p.m.)
North Carolina at Boston College ( 1 :30 p.m.)
Virginia at Navy (2:00 p.m.)
SEPT. 29- Clcmson at Georgia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
Wake Forest at Maryland ( 1 :00 p.m.)
East Carolina at N.C. State
Kansas at North Carolina ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Duke at Army (2:00 p.m.)
Virginia at Virginia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
OCT. 6- North Carolina at Clcmson ( 1 :00 p.m.)
N.C. State at Georgia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
Virginia at Duke (7:00 p.m.)
Maryland at Penn State ( 1 :30 p.m.)
Wake Forest at Richmond (1:30 p.m.)
OCT. 1 3- Georgia Tech at Virginia (7:00 p.m.)
North Carolina at Wake Forest ( 1 :00 p.m.)
N.C. State at Maryland
Duke at Virginia Tech ( 1 :30 p.m.)
OCT. 20- Duke at Clcmson ( 1 :00 p.m.)
N.C. State at North Carolina ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Wake Forest at Virginia ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Georgia Tech at Auburn (1:30 p.m. CDT)
OCT. 27- Clcmson at N.C. State ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Maryland at Duke ( 1 :30 p.m.)
Tennessee at Georgia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
William & Mary at Wake Forest ( 1 :00 p.m.)
North Carolina at Memphis State (7:30 p.m. CDT)
NOV. 3- Duke at Georgia Tech (1:30 p.m.)
Maryland at North Carolina ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Wake Forest at Clcmson ( 1 :00 p.m.)
South Carolina at N.C. State
Virginia at West Virginia (1:30 p.m.)
NOV. 10- Georgia Tech at North Carolina (1:00 p.m.)
N.C. State at Virginia ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Wake Forest at Duke ( 1 :30 p.m.)
Virginia Tech at Clcmson ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Maryland at Miami, Florida (2:00 p.m.)
NOV. 1 7- Clcmson at Maryland ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Duke at N.C. State
Georgia Tech at Wake Forest ( 1 :00 p.m.)
Virginia at North Carolina ( 1 :00 p.m.)
NOV. 24- Maryland at Virginia (1:00 p.m.)
North Carolina at Duke (1:30 p.m.)
South Carolina at Clcmson ( 1 :00 p.m.)
































WBBO, Forest City, NC
WEAC, Gaffney •
WFBC AM, Greenville •








































A Broadcast Division of
WFBCAM • FM
More than 3,000,000 people, the entire population
of The State of South Carolina plus thousands in
neighboring states can hear Clemson football over
more than fifty local radio stations that make up the
Clemson Radio Network . . . Many of which also
carry the pre-game tailgate show, post game fifth






Donald Igwebuike rarely allows a kickoff return.
Ken Bcasley / Sieve Berlin
CB'So. I O DT'lr.
Richard Burton 4 Q Richard Butler









Richard Butier is Clemson's most improved receiver.
Q A Gary Massey '7 7 Tyrone Davis Q f\
LH: WR-lr. I CB-Sr. LKJ
gr^
v'\J 'V^m VlJ
il if^ Cffei4 if
^
Richard Donaldson Q 4 Stacey Driver 4 4 |ohn Duncan ^ ^ Qayton Kerr
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"1 K.D.Dunn /A loeDlis 4 ^ MikeEpplcy T Terrence Flagler ji O Kenny Flowers QC Kevin Gemas
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At Robin's our name symbolizes a commitment to you. A dedication
to always provide you with considerable savings on a wide selection of
quality men's and ladies' clothing in today's styles.
All of us at Robin's are proud to give you this commitment and we
promise that every trip you make to Robin's will truly be a great
experience in clothing.
Ladies' clothing in Florence, Columbia and North Myrtle Beach only.
A Great Experience In Clothing
Florence Columbia Greenville Anderson North Myrtle Beach
INC.
PERFORMANCE is the key to
success, whether on the
football field or in the modern
weave room. That's why
LeSco, Inc. is the best source











K.D. Dunn is a returnins A1)-ACC tight end.
KdlhWiUiams '7Q Perry WUlams





Meet another championship team - the
colorful and long-wearing lineup of carpet
styles from Olympic Carpets!
We're proud of the Tigers (Olympic is owned
and operated by aClemson alumnus) . . . and
we're proud of our carpet . . . ask your carpet
dealer for Olympic - and pick a winner!
4tf
OLYIKIPfCpH?'^
396 Cross Plains Blvd . Dalton , Georgia 30720 (404) 277-3323
Tiger
Rookies
leffNunamacher MattRisss Pat Williams Rodney Williaim
OtherAssistant Coaches
Standing: Joe Glenn (Stu. Asst.), David Bounds (Grad. Asst.), Bill D'Andrca (Vol.), J.D. Haglan (Grad. Asst.), Andy Cox (Grad.
Asst.), Vemie Anthony (Grad. Asst.)
Kneeling: Qrter Cardwcll (Grad. Asst.) , Willie Underwood (Stu. Asst.) , Ally Fuqua (Stu. Asst.) , Steve Ryan (Grad. Asst.)
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Meeting Your Energy Needs Now
Ballard Concrete Co. Inc. & SunPal Industries^ Inc.
Concrete Products • Passive & Active Solar Products
Energy Consulting^ Wood Heating
Grady Ballard '42
Becky Ballard Stiegel '69










(803) 269-8730 - Telex 570-331-Box 202, Greenville, S.C., USA 29602
The Sun Building
81 Plaza - Powdersville
295-0900
Clemson Visitors Center Offers
Front Door to Campus
For visitors to Clemson University, the new Visitors Center of-
fers recreational information, travel and entertainment direc-
tions and, most importantly, an introduction to the state's land-
grant university, all in an atmosphere of orange carpet hospital-
ity. For those who are considering investing the next few years
of their lives in the university, the center, with its audio-visual dis-
plays, guided tours and numerous services, is a priceless source
ofinformation and orientation.
Located in historic Tillman Hall, at the gateway to the univer-
sity, the center is the first stop for tourists as well as prospective
students and their families. It provides information on every-
thing from university programs and student life to recreational
activities, travel directions and shopping.
"The university has needed a focal point for visitor informa-
tion services for a long time," saysJohn Allen, director of Clem-
son's visitor programs.
The Visitors Center has met that need. Since opening in June,
the center has served more than 1 ,300 people from 33 states and
seven foreign countries. And each person has gotten his full
share ofClemson hospitality.
"Every visitor represents a new opportunity to let people know
about the university and what it means to South Carolina and this
region," Allen says.
Staffing the center arejanis Moore, manager, andJoy Skelton,
assistant manager. Both know the Clemson area well.
The Moore family lived in Clemson for five years during the
1960s when Janis' father was head of the civil engineering de-
partment. After gfraduating from Clemson in 1967, Janis earned
a master's of English from the University of Virginia in 1970.
Last fall she left a teaching career in Virginia to become manager
ofthe Visitors Center.
Joy Skelton graduated from Clemson in 198 1 with a bachelor's
degree in political science. After graduation, she seized in posi-
tions with the Registrar's Office and the IPTAY Office before be-
coming the Visitors Center's assistant manager.
Campus tours conducted by the professional staff and the stu-
dent University Guide Service branch out from the new center
to explore Clemson's numerous landmarks, such as Fort Hill,
home ofJohn C. Calhoun and university founderThomas Green
Clemson.
Visitors also can see Hanover House, the 18th century home
of French Huguenot Paul de St. Julien. Originally constructed
in Berkeley County in 1716, the house was rebuilt on the Clem-
son campus in 1941.
Tours also include Memoinal Stadium, the largest college foot-
ball facility east of the Mississippi. And for visitors who would
rather relax in the grass and enjoy the scenery, the horticulture
gardens feature 70 acres of ornamental azaleas, camellias,
wildflowers and natural wonders along numerous foot trails.
Self-guided audio-cassette tours are provided by the Visitors
Center and specialized group tours of the university, Calhoun
Mansion and Hanover House are available upon request.
"We want the center to be the front door to the campus," says
Allen. "And we want it known that our door is always o|>en."
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WATCH FOR THIS LABEL
Clemson University has established a licensing program to protect the use of
the University's name and insignias. Our proud heritage has created a demand by
University students, fans, and alumni for products bearing the name and logos of
our University to show their allegiance.
Our program is designed to protect the quality and integrity of products bearing
the name and registered marks of our insititution. Formal procedures for approval
of products, artwork, and quality control of merchandise is in place.
We urge you to look for and buy officially Licensed Collegiate Products. A hang
tag should be attached to all merchandise that has been approved by our University.
We need and appreciate your cooperation.
If you have any questions or comments concerning this program, please con-






As the cannon fires and the team charges
down the Death Valley hill to the cheers of
thousands, there is no doubt that Tiger spirit
is alive and well in Clemson. But how can
such enthusiasm be organized instead of
turning into mass chaos? That job is handled
by a group of 15 dedicated, hard-working,
exuberant students known as the Clemson
Tiger cheerleaders.
For the talented 15, preparation for the
1984 Tiger football season began last spring
with a three-day cheerleading clinic. After
the first three days, a cut was made, and
those still vying for a spot on the squad were
given two days to practice. The next day, try-
outs were held. Tryouts were based on per-
formance in the cheers, stunts, gymnastics,
dance, and a personal interview. Positions
were open for six males and six females, plus
a cannon firer, head cheerleader (chosen
prior to tryouts) , and the Tiger. Those cho-
sen as members of the 1984-85 squad in-
clude julia Barton, Wendy Jackson, Melissa
McCown, Mary Rose, Donna Stevens, Darcy
Yoakan, Woody Binnicker (Head Cheer-
leader), Mark Efird, Brian Garrison, Charles
Lucas, John Mixson, Dave Mummau, Mike
Richey, Laveme Robinson, Byram Sewell
(Cannon) , and Jay Watson (Tiger)
.
Immediately after they were selected, the
cheerleading squad began long, hard prac-
tices. Head cheerleader Woody Binnicker
said, "We had to get everyone working with
a partner. We underwent a complete over-
haul since John, Jay, and myself were the
only returning lettermen, we had a com-
pletely new roster of women. Our main goal
was to work together and become comfort-
able with each other."
The squad now practices for one and a half
hours Monday through Thursday and for 45
minutes on Fridays to get ready for the pep
rallies. In addition to preparing for games and
pep rallies, they are also working up a routine
for national competition later this year. Said
Binnicker, "We have big shoes to fill after
last year's third-place finish in nationals, but
we definitely have the potential to perform
well because we have the talent it takes."
During the week of August 13-17, the
Tiger cheerleaders attended a National
Cheerleaders Association (NCA) camp. This
was their first year with NCA, as they had
previously attended United Cheerleaders As-
sociation (UCA) camps. The NCA camp was
held in Knoxvillc, TN. While they were
there, the squad won a Spirit Stick for en-
thusiam, and Award of Excellence for perfor-
mance, and they tied for third place overall
out of 72 squads. Each night, an evaluation
was held for all the squads, and each was
given either a superior (blue), excellent
(red), or outstanding (white) ribbon, ac-
cording to the skill shown in their perfor-
mance. The Clemson squad was proud to
bring home four superior ribbons and one
excellent.
Junior cheerleader Julia Barton is quite
proud of the accomplishments of the squad.
She believes that not only should the entire
squad set goals, but that each cheerleader
should set individual goals also. Barton says,
"I really try to get on a one-to-one basis with
the audience. Even though there are
thousands of people, I try to treat them as in-
dividuals instead of so many different people.
If I can pick someone out and make that per-
son get up and jump around and go crazy,
then it's all worthwhile.
'
'
Barton also finds cheerleading quite re-
warding. Although she believes it is very
satisfying to see all their hard work pay off
as they cheer, she says, "The most rewarding
part of all is watching all the fans stand up
and the crowd come alive. You can just feel
the unity! Even when things aren't going well
in a game, you can sec people standing there
with their arms around each other, saying,
'Hey, it's going to be all right.' It shows on
their faces how much they love Clemson."
Mark Efird, a junior on the squad, finds
cheerleading not only rewarding, but quite
exciting also. Says Efird, "Nothing I know of
can match the excitement I feel when I'm
cheerleading for Clemson in Death Valley.
It's great!" He also enjoys the opportunity to
travel with the squad. "It's really nice getting
to go and cheer away from Clemson to see
what other schools are like."
As the cheerleaders work together and
practice their routines, one thought is
foremost in their minds, they must do the
best they can to represent all aspects of Clem-
son University. Woody Binnicker says, "In
all we do, our main objective is to promote
spirit and enthusiam at games, pep rallies,





ThedymiMC Gameswoedeagoed to brins to-
Setfaer the best athletic talent in the wrarM. Most
athletes covet the diance just to partid^te, let
aknK win a medal. For 10 present and fanner
Qonson shidenb, thedream^such inteinatiaaal
ciwuMdiliop became a reality this past summer.
And for three of these Tigcts, the experience will
be even more memoraUe as diey left IxK Angdes
witharoedal.
Some people believe that the Olyni|MCS lasted
only two weeks, but the athletesknow otherwise.
For most, the beginnins of August was die culmi-
nation of yeais of tiainins and disripline. "h was
a soal diat I had had since hi^ school," ays
Qemsm swimmer Coy Cobb, who was invited to
the OiymiMC trials, but did not make the team.
Another swimmer who was invited to the triak
was Linda RuUer, who said, "It was a goal far a
Ions, l™>3 ^'""^ I wasn't sure I would that
chance, so itwasveryspedal tome."
One User who did 30 to the Games was cross
country runner Hans Koieman, who represented
hs home country, the Nelheriands. "I started
feeling that I could so five years ajo," he said. "I
(Sdn't make lite team in 1980, but I imerw I could
in 1984. it became a day-to-day commitroent far
For five Tiger athletes, the trip to Los Angeles
was even more special than it mi^t otherwise
have been. Those five, three representing Canada
and two representing the Virgin Islands, made
their respective teams in 1980, but woe prohi-
bited from partidpatins by the U.S.-led boycott
Oesai V^lliams, Tony Sharpe, and Mark McKoy
made die Canadian trade team, and Qems(»i
strength coach and fannermen's track coachSam
Colson feek that aD diem stood an excellent
diance tor a medal in Moscow. For Sharpe and
Williams, the pain ctf 1980 may have been par-
tially erased as they were a part ci die silver
medal-winning 4x100team in Los Angeles.
Swimmer Scott Newkirk was abo pnJiilNted
FwmerQemson wrestlerNoel Loban (^r^t) captured a bronze medal in Los Angdes.
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from partidpatins in Moscow. He said, "I had
made the 1980 Vir^n Islands team, but we went
alons with the boycott. I had my best chance to
win then, and I was at the peak of my training.
I had even left my parents in the Viigin Islands and
moved to California to train. All of that is in the
past now."
|odie Lawaetz, who had also made the 1980
Virgin Islands swim team, remembered the situa-
tion differently. "The boycott really didn't affect
me. I was only 14-years-old, and instead, we
went to an age-group meet in Germany. Looking
back, I think things worked out the best lor me.
1 was just too young in 1980."
The boycott is probably best forgotten, but the
memories of 1984 will last for many years. Kole-
man said, "It was a good experience. I really
didn't know what to expect, but people told me
that it would be special. I made a lot of new
friends. The atmosphere was wonderful."
Fellow cross country runner Stijn |aspers, who
also represented the Netherlands, agrees with his
roommate. "The whole thing was a great experi-
ence. The people were really nice. People had
said that the smog would bother us, but it never
did. Everything went well."
After having to miss the 1980 Games, 1984
was special to Newkirk. "I finished in 1 7th place,
which I was pleased with. The organizers made
sure that everything went well, and I had a good
time. I have since retired from swinuning, and that
experience made a great ending."
Although he did not go to Los Angeles, G>bb
was impressed with the Olympic Swim Trials in
Indianapolis. "The whole thing was pretty scary.
|ust to stand on the starting block and hear the
names of three or four world record holders was
something else. It was quite an experience just to
be there in front of four or five thousand people
and to have that chance to represent your coun-
try."
Looking back <m the summer, the Qemson
athletes did quite well. Gibb finished in sixth
place in the 100m buttefBy atthe trials. "I really
didn't expect to win first place, but the secmd-
place finisher also qualifies for the team. Thatpos-
ition was wide open. Unfortunately, I made an
early mistake in the race. Sill, I was hapfiy with
my performance." He should have been. Aocofd-
ing to Qemson swimming coach Bob Boettner,
that performanoe puts Gibb among die top 15 in
the worM in that event Five other Tigers, Rotter,
lay Hebert, Bill Powers, and current freshmen
Pam Hayden and Nadra Smmons, also partici-
pated in the trials.
The two Qemson swimmers that represented
the Virgin Islands, Newkirk and Lawaelz, both
swam well, but neitherwon a medal.
Tigertown provided four candidates (or the
Ndholands track team. AUfaoug^ Wybo
Lelieveld and Robert deBrouwer tailed to qualify,
Kodeman and laspeis did. Koeieman finidied
10th in the semifinak of the steeplechase, while
{aspersran into unforeseen diffiaiHies. "I jisthad
bad luck in the heals. With one lap to go, I was
tripped from behind. I got up and finished the
race, but did not qualify (or the finals. I would
have qualified without any problems, but I guess
I justwasunlucky."
Three frmnerQemson track starsenjoyed great
success with the Canadian team. Oesai Williams
and Tony Siarpe were part of the 4x100 team
that won a silver medal, while Mark FfeKoy
finished frMirth in the 1 10 hurdles. WiDiams only
attended Qemson tor two years, while Sharpe at-
tended only one. According to Cobon, "They left
here because tA Canada's support program. Their
home country simply gives them noore to train
with than we could provide tlirou^ scholar-
ships."
The third Qemson medal came in wrestling
where Nod Loban captured third place in the
|amie Swanner was a badnip goalke^a'
fortheU.S. soccerteam.
198-pouiHl dass hx his country. Great Britain.
Loban is Qemson 's only NCAA wrestling cham-
pion ever, as he won the 190-pound titte in
1980. To win his bronze medal, he ddeated
dark OavistrfCanada, 4-2.
Qemson (voved to be its own worst enemy in
tenius. Former Tiger and NCAA rurmer-up Law-
son (Xmcan was one <rfthe early tavorites to make
the team, but he was iqnet by teanunate Richard
MatuszewskI in the qualifying rounds. Matus-
zewsld, who will lead the Tigers this season, was
laterbeaten in thetoumamenL
The (Nily two frirmerQemson athldes to repre-
sent the United States were )amie Swarmer and
Peimy Stone. Swaimer, who played both baseball
and soccer for the Tigers, was one fA the goalies
on the American soccer team. Stone, who trans-
ieired to Florida Slate two years ago, played sev-
eral difieient positions on the women's team
handball squad. USA 7b(£iyreported that^was
the only South Carolina resident to participate in
theGames.
As the 1984 Games ended, several athletes
were already lookir^ ahead in 1988. "Sure, I'm
thinking about it a little iMt," said Lawaelz, "but
I would have to train a year after sdiocd. Ri^t
now, I'm not sure if that's what 1 want to do.
Swinuning has been ^eat to me, but there are
other things to consider in life." faspers is more
positive about his plans. "FU be there in 1988,
and I'll be strongerand better."
So, now a whole new crop of athletes - and
maybe some older ones - will train tor the next
Games. And you can bet that when 1988 arrives,
there will be some Tigers airKMig the cmnpelitMs
in South Korea.




NO NAME POS HOT WGT CL EXP
1 ANDERSON, RANDY QB 6-5 185 Fr. RS
Broome HS, Dalton Rivcre, Gswjjcns, S.C.
86 BACON, BRUCE WR 6-2 195 )r. SQ
Richland Northeast HS, Deanc fowblc, Columbia, SC
70 BAILEY, RICK
Edu Gaille HS. Larry Canady, Melbourne, Fl
MG 6-5 280 Sr. 2VL
30 BARNETT, DAVID FB 6-2 210 So. SQ
Berkeley HS, Gerald Moody, Summervillc, SC
76 BERLIN, STEVE
Bothcl Park HS, Bob King, Bethel Park. PA
DT 6-5 265 |r. IVL
3 BOYER, SHELTON WR 6-2 185 So. IVL




franklin HS, Trcd Roll, Walhalla, SC
2 BRADY, KEVIN
Douglass HS. Charles Brannon, Clarkiton, GA
CB 5-1 190 Fr. RS
9 BROWN, KEN
Hart County HS. Don Dam. Hartv/ell, GA
BAN 6-2 200 Sr. 3VL
41 BROWNING, SEBASTIAN
Ijlhonia HS. Phil Knishl. Lithonia, GA
CB 5-1 185 So. IVL
90 BRUNSON, LAWRENCE
Ukc View HS. Bill Pale, Like View, SC
BAN 6-2 215 Fr. RS
42 BURTON, REGGIE
Lake View HS. Bill Pale. Like View. SC
FB 6-2 210 Fr. RS
98 BURTON, RICHARD LB 5-10 215 )r. SQ
[jkeViewHS. Bill Pale. Simpsonville. SC
19 BUTLER, RICHARD
Ware Shoals HS, Tommy Davis. Ware Shoals,
WR
SC
6-0 180 Sr. 2VL
/in CARTER, HENRY






Broome HS. Dallon Rivera, Spartanburg, SC
OT U 7O- i 9/1 c; 1 r. lO
97 CHAPPELEAR, GLENN CB 3- 1 U 1 JJ or. oQ
Carolina HS. Mike Anihony, Greenville, SC
o CHARLESTON, PAT WR D-U 1 7n1 lU t \/i1 VL
Last Rowan HS. C M. Yates. Granite Quarry, NC
61 CHEATHAM, ANDY
Pcbblebrook HS. Bud O'Hara. Mablelon, GA
OG 6-4 250 Sr. 2VL
79 CLAYTON, DAVID
Byrnes HS. fimmy Cf)mc, Lyman, SC
OT 6-4 270 Ir. IVL
49 CRAWEORD, CRAIG
Pine Forest HS, Gary Weller, Spring Lake, NC
DE 6-2 225 |r. IVL
CRUCE, )EEF
Columbia HS, Bobby Simmons. Like City. FL
OT A 7O- i 9An c_jr. 9\n
32 DANFORTH, KENNY
Aiken HS. Eddie Buck. Aiken, SC
SS A 1 1 on 1-V- 1 \/IIVL
JO DAWSON, ERIC DE A 9 99n oo. oQ
Weslsidc HS, Bill Swinger, Anderson, SC
J 1 DAVIS, TYRONE
Cedar Shoals HS, [ohn Waters, Athens, GA
CB A 1 1 oD or. ZVL
20 DONALDSON, RICHARD
Byrd HS, Bob Sanders, f ayetteville, NC




GnHin HS. Lloyd Bohannon, Griffin. GA
TB 5-8 180 Ir. 2VL
1 DUNCAN, lOHN CB 5-7 159 Sr. SQ
Mooresville HS, Roger Scaaeasl, Mooresville, NC
81 DUNN, K.D. TE 6-3 220 Sr. 3VL
Gordon HS, Randy Smith, Decatur, GA
25 EARLE, )AMES
Easiey HS, Larry Bagwell, Easley.SC
FS 6-6 210 Fr. HS
64 ELLIS, jOE OT 6-4 260 Sr. 2VL
Toms River HS, Robert Fiocco. Toms f^ver, N)
14 EPPLEY, MIKE QB 6-2 185 Sr. 2VL
Hardins HS, Brace Hardin. Charlollc, NC
78 ESGRO, GREG
Pitman HS, Warren Shortwood, Pitman, N|
MG 6-3 230 |r. Tr.
33 FLAGLER, TERRENCE TB 6-1 190 So. IVL
Fcmandina Beach HS. Donnie Braddock, Fcmandina Beach, FL
48 FLOWERS, KENNY FB 6-0 205 So. IVL
Spruce Creek HS, Terry Manfrcdi, Daytona Beach, PL
95 GEMAS, KEVIN
Plymouth HS. |im Bejver, Plymoulh, Wl
LB 6-1 205 Sr. IVL
44 GRIFFIN, STEVE TB 5-10 185 So. IVL
South Mecklenburg HS, |amcsSedcord, Charlotte, NC
35 HALL, DELTON
Grimsley HS. Dick Knox. Greensboro, NC
CB 6-1 195 So. IVL
5 HATCHER, DALE
Cheraw HS, Bumey Bourne, Cheraw, SC
P 6-2 195 Sr. 3VL
75 HERMAN, DEAN OT 6-6 280 |r. SQ
M.Kelly HS.AI Sleeker. Wise. VA
26 HOLLOMAN, BO FS 6-1 190 Fr. RS
Myrtle Bejch HS, Doug Shaw. Myrtle Beach, SC
46 HOLLOMAN, DUKE FB 6-2 205 Sr. IVL
Myrtle Bejch HS, Doug Shaw. Myrtle Beach. SC
18 IGWEBUIKE, DONALD PK 5-9 172 Sr. 3VL
immaculate Conception HS, Anambra, Nigeria
NO NAME POS HOT WGT CL EXP
59 INGLE. REID OT 6-6 270 Sr. 2VL
Calhoun HS, Bobby Hoppe, Calhoun, GA
28 INI^N, CX)N PK 6-1 175 Ir. SQ
Pace Academy. |ohn Mayer, Atlanta, GA
22 ISAACS, MIKE SS 5-1
1
180 Sr. SQ
Pickens HS. Bill Isaacs, Pickens, SC
96 lANSLN, lOHN DT 6-5 245 Fr. RS
Heritage HS, Danny Blue, Conycrs, GA
23 lOHNSON, ANTHONY FS 5-10 180 So. SQ
Berkeley HS, Gerald Moody. Moncks Comer, SC
92 lOLLAY, MIKE LB 6-2 215 So. SQ
Shamrock HS. |ohn Wells, Tucker. GA
82 KLUTZ, QUINTIN DE 6-4 215 Fr. RS
Brown HS. Bob Boswell, Kannapolis, NC
51 LYTTON, lEFF C 6-3 250 Ir. IVL
Moeller HS, Gerry Faust, Blue Ash, OH
12 MACK, TERENCE BAN 6-3 210 So. IVL
Winnsboro HS, Ken Atkerron, Winnsboro, SC
69 MANN, WES OG 6-5 250 Ir. IVL
Robert E. Lee HS, Corky Rogers, facksonville, FT
43 MARSTON, jOE FB 6-3 210 So. HS
Lees McRoc, )im Hayes, Charlotte, NC
24 MASSEY, GARY WR 6-2 180 So, SQ
Pendleton HS, Preston Cox, La France, SC
84 MEADOWS, DWAYNE DT 6-4 230 Fr. RS
Spartanburg HS, Fred Keyzcr, Spartanburg, SC
87 MILTON, ELDRIDGE LB 6-3 230 Ir. 2VL
Charlton County HS. David Stepson, Folkston, GA
6 NEWELL, ANDY P 6-0 175 Ir. SQ
Hemingway HS, [oc Lee, Hemingway, SC
53 NIX, ERIC c 6-2 242 So. SQ
T.L. Hanna HS, fim Fraser, Anderwn, SC
17 PARETE, ANTHONY QB 6-0 190 Sr. 3VL
Bishop Kenny HS, Mike Healy. jacksonville, F1
89 PEARMAN, DAN TE 6-3 210 So. SQ
Independence HS, Allen Sitterie, Charlotte, NC
91 PERRY, MICHAEL DT 6-2 275 Fr. RS
South Aiken HS. Gary Smaller, Aiken, SC
66 PERRY, WILLIAM MG 6-3 315 Sr. 3VL
Alkcn HS. tddie Buck. Aiken, SC
72 PETERSON, ION DT 6-5 250 Fr. RS
Duluth HS. Cecil Moms, Dululh, GA
97 PHILLIPS, JOHN LB 6-5 235 Fr. RS
Mitchell HS, Rusty Coggins, Spmce Pines, NC
29 PLEASANT, REGGIE CB 5-10 175 Sr. 2VL
Furman HS, fames Gist. Pinewood, SC
36 QUICK, RODNEY FB 6-3 220 So. IVL
N , Charleston HS, lack Bunch, N. Charleston, SC
93 RABER, BRIAN DE 6-4 230 So. IVL
Lumpkin County HS. Larry White, Dahlonega, GA
63 REESE, STEVE OG 6-3 255 Ir. 2VL
Thomson HS, Bill Reese, Thomson. GA
56 RICHARDSON, CHUCKIE LB 6-3 225 Sr. 3VL
Thomasville HS, Allen Brown, Thomasville, NC
99 RIGGS, |IM TE 6-5 235 So. IVL
Scotland HS, Mike Dubis, Laurinburg, NC
15 ROULHAC, TERRANCE WR 6-0 185 So. IVL
Rames HS, Freddie Stephens, W. |acksonvilte. FL
71 SANFORD, CHUCK DT 6-5 250 So. IVL
Enka HS, Danny Shook. Chandler, NC
10 SCHONHAR, TODD QB 6-0 195 So. SQ
Lasley HS. Larry Bagwell, Lasley, SC
77 SEASE, lODY OG 6-3 250 So. SQ
Salem MS, Wallace Thompson, Salem, VA
80 SETZEKORN, KEN TE 6-5 220 Fr, RS
Sprayberry HS, john Paty, Kennesaw. GA
52 SPRY, DAVID C 6-0 235 So. IVL
Lee County HS. Paul Gay, Sanford, NC
65 STEPHENS, TONY MG 6-3 285 Fr, RS
Walterboro HS, Gyles Hall. Waltcrboro, SC
58 SWING, DALE C 6-3 250 Sr. 2VL
Central Davidson HS, Kevin Firquin, Lexington, NC
68 TURLINGTON, NEAL OT 6-4 250 Fr. RS
Sanford HS. Ixn Maness. Fayetteville, NC
47 WALKER, DUANE LB 6-1 223 Fr. RS
Forest Park HS, MarcusTrivette, Forest Park,GA
55 WALLS, HENRY LB 6-2 215 So. IVL
Central Davidson HS, Kevm Firquin, Southmont, NC
73 WATSON, JOHN OG 6-4 260 Ir. SQ
Bamburg HS. Leon Maxwell, Bamberg, SC
3
1
WATSON, RONALD FS 5-1 185 Sr. 3VL
fcfferson HS. |im Stoudimire, jeHerv>n, GA
88 WELLS, |EFF DE 6-4 235 Sr. 3VL
Last Rome HS. ferry Sharp, Rome, GA
57 WILLIAMS, KEITH LB 6-4 230 So. IVL
St. Matthews HS, OtisCulclasure, Swansea, SC
39 WILLIAMS, PERRY CB 6-2 200 So. IVL
Adair^llc HS, Danny Wiseman, Adairwille, GA
WILLIAMS, RAY WR 1 oD oo. IVL
Reid Ross HS. lohn Doskal. Fayetteville, NC
50 WILLIAMS, SCOTT C 6-4 210 Sr. 3VL




We'd like to solute rhe entire
sports progrom of Clemson.
And oil the athletes ond cooches
who ore port of it.
We're proud to be Tiger support-
ers, and proud to be port of the
Clemson community.
Visit Wendy's in Clemson on U.S.
1 23 West, ond other Wendy's res-
touronts in these cities:
Anderson Hendersonville, N.C.
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WHEN CLEMSON HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON OFFENSE
14 Mike Epplcy QB
21 Staccy Driver TB
48 Kenny Flowers FB
45 Terrance Rouihac FLK
19 Richard Butler SE
81 K.D. Dunn TE
64 loeDlis RT
61 Andy Qieatham RG
59 Reid Ingle LT
63 Steve Reese LG
58 Dale Swing C
18 Donald Igwebuike PK
DUKE DEFENSE
43 Harry Ward OLB
73 David Adams DT
9 1 Reggie Andrews DT
97 Greg Blackwcll OLB
42 Pete Stubbs LB
48 Mike junkin LB
46 Nick Buoniconti LB
38 Howard Woods ROV
30 Alien Scales CB
29 )oby Branion CB
12 lohnny Hill SAF
17 lohnTolish P
THE TIGERS
1 Randy Andenon .06
...QB
3 Shdton Boyef WR
5 Dale Hatchef P
P
ss
8 Pat Charkston WR
9 Ken Brown BAN





16 Todd Hdiilord WR
17 Anthony Paretf QB
18 Donald Ijwcbuike PK
19 Rjchard BuUct WR
20 Richard Donaldson D6
21 Stacey Driver TB
22 Mike luacs SS
23 Anthony johnson fS
24 Gary Massey WR
25 lames Ea/le FS
26 Bo HolloiTun R
27 Glenn Chappdear CB
28 Don Inman PK
29 Ressic Pleasant CB
30 David Bametl fB
31 Ronald Watson FS
32 Kenny Oanloith SS
33 Tenence Hagler TB
35 Ddlon HaU CB
36 Rod Quid FB
37 Ty Davis CB
38 Enc Dawson DE
39 Perry WUIiams CB
40 Henry Carter FB
41 Scbo Bfownins CB
42 Ressc Burton FB
44 Steve GnHin TB
45 Ray WUIiams WR
46 Duke HoLoman FB
47 Duane Walker IB
48 Kenny Flowers FB
49 Craig Crawlord DE
50 Scott Waiiams C
51 |efl Lytlon C
52 David Spry C
53 Enc Nix C
54 |e8 Cnice OF
55 Henry Walls LB
56 Oiuckic Richardson Lfi
57 Keith Williams IB
58 Dale Swing C
59 Rad Ingle OF
6 1 Andy Cheatham OG
62 Robbie Chapman OT
63 Steve Reese OC
64 |oe EUb OF
65 Fony Stephens MG
66 William Perry MG
68 Neal Furlinglon OT
69 Wes Mann OC
70 Rid Badey MG
71 auck Sanlord DT
72 |on Peterson DT
73 |ohn Walson OT
75 Dean Herman OT
76 Sieve Berlin DT
77 lody Scase OG
78 Greg Esgro DT
79 David Clayton OT
80 Ken Setiekom TE
81 K.D. Dunn Fl
82 QuuiUn Klut; DE
84 Dwayne Meadows DT
86 BnM Bacon WR
87 Ddndje MJlon IB
88 |efi Wdb OE
90 Lawrence Brunson BAN
91 Michael Peny DT
92 Mike lollay LB
93 Bnan Rabcr DE
95 Kevui Gemas LB
96 lohn lansen DT
97 lohn Phillips IB
98 Richard Burton LB
99 lim Riggs TE
52
THE COCA-COLA BOTTUNG COMPA
WHEN DUKE
DUKE OFFENSE
5 Doug Green SE
61 Ted Million ST
66 Mark Hisginbotham SG
63 Steve Ryan C
76 Roy Brabson QG
57 lustin Beckett QT
85 Scott Russell TE
4 Chuck Herring PL
10 Drew Walston QB
40 Scott Sime FB
3 Mike Atkinson TB
1 Ken Harper PK
HAS THE BALL
CLEMSON DEFENSE
88 leff Wells LE
76 Steve Beriin LT
66 William Perry MG
91 Michael Perry RT
12 Terence Mack BAN
55 Henry Walls SLB
57 Keith Williams WLB
37 Ty Davis LC
29 Reggie Pleasant RC
20 Richard Donaldson SS
31 Ronald Watson FS
5 Dale Hatcher P
THE BLUE DEVILS
1 Ken Harper PK
2 EikSaiKkn RB
3 Mike Atkinson TB
4 Chuck Herring WR
5 Dous Green WR
6 Steve Slayden Q6
7 Ralph Parker 06
8 Mike Muschanp QB
9 lohn White DB
10 Drew Wablon QB
1 1 Pele Mooie OB
12 lohnnyHill OB
13 Bud Niion DB
14 Steve Coyne WR
15 Gary Frcderici WR
16 |im Bo»ker 06
17 lohnTolish P
19 Ron Sally QB
20 Harold Winstead 06
22 lason Cooper Tt
23 Tcnanre Lasler DB
24 Stanley Monk R6
25 lulius Grantham TB
26 Gres flanajan WR
27 Dewayne Terry DB
28 Robert Oman DB
29 loby Branion 06
30 Allen Scales 06
31 BobCalamari DB
32 Tracy Smith FB
33 Mike Peacodi TB
34 Danyl Bninson DB
35 Lewis Kombcrj LB
36 Kevin McNully LB
37 David [ames FB
38 Howard Woods DB
39 Mark Moseley OB
40 Scott Sime FB
41 Tom Bui^ LB
42 Pete ShJihs LB
43 Harry Ward OIB
44 lohn D-Masry OLB
45 Chip Anderson OLB
46 Nick Buoniconii LB
48 Mike lunkin LB
49 jay Fozwofthy LB
50 |eS BraJey OL
52 Grri Davis LB
53 David Pacilli OT
54 Murray Youmans OLB
55 Derek Dly OL
56 lira Godfrey LB
57 lustin Beckett OL
58 Nick Haisohn OL
59 BiU Lucas LB
60 Andy Andreas! LB
61 Ted Million OL
62 Mike Hijsinbolham OG
63 Steve Ryan OL
64 Brad Paddock OL
65 Sol Gresen OL
66 Mark Hi^nbotham OG
67 Paul Burke OL
68 Paul Constantino C
69 Tm Healy OL
70 Dave Lindquisl OL
7 1 Oonnie Ounovant OL
72 Ted McNaity DT
73 David Adams DT
74 Alvin Qisolm OL
75 Tommy Moorman LB
76 Roy Brabson OL
77 BriH Mussdwhite OL
78 Gtts Harper DT
79 Brian Waller OL
80 leH Patten LB
84 |im Heiser OIB
85 Scott Russell Tt
86 lohn Rasuras 06
87 Bob Maher WR
88 Re^e Gowdy LB
89 Rick Reed Tt
90 Stanley Laborde DT
91 Rcsgie Andrews DT
92 Dave Demoie OLB
93 Bnan Bernard DT
94 Craij Owens DT
95 Scott Wilkuison DT
97 Gres BlackwcD OLB
99 Ralph Alderman LB
OF ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROUNA 53
RCil
^ALL WONDER" COLOR VIDEO CAMERA
€' RCA's smallest and lightest camera, only 2.2 lbs.
Constant Automatic White Balance electronically adjusts the
proper color balance for both outdoor and indoor light
conditions
ni Solid State (non-''lag") MOS Image Sensor
f 1.2 lens with 6:1 Power Zoom
Hi Electronic Viewfinder lets you frame the picture, focus and
zoom without taking your eye off the subject— doubles as
"Instant Replay" monitor for quick review
CKC020
MOTE CONTROL PROGRAMMABLE VCR
RCA's VKP900, a deluxe table model and
an instant portable
Digital Command Center Remote Control
1-year, 8-event Electronic Programming by
remote control
On-screen display for timer program, VCR
status and more
133 Channel Frequency Synthesis Tuning
Stereo record/playback capability
5 head scanning system with "Field Still"








All the color — All the sound — All the
time
Video/Stereo Audio inputs for up to three
components
BTSC broadcast stereo sound system with
built-in dbx** decoding system
Dynamic Noise Reduction (DNR)t
RCA Digital Command Center remote
control
Digital RGB inputs for graphics from
compatible computers
External speaker terminals

























Seneca Oiacount Fumrture Co










PerteetsT v Sales and Service
Clartiasvllte.GA
Woods Hardware and Furniture
* 'dbx is a trademark of dbx, inc




Ray's Radio and Television
Strickland Furnitureand Appliance
Distributed by Southco Sales Corporation/Atlanta
The Blue Devils
NO NAME PCS HGT WOT CL
73 ADAMS, KEVIN
Stone Mountain, GA
DT 6-4 255 ir.
99 ALDERMAN, RALPH
Roselle. Nl
LB 6-3 220 Sr.
45 ANDERSON, CHIP
Lexington, NC
OLB 6-4 '/2 250 Sr.
60 Andy Andreasik
GlcnLllyn.lL
LB 6-1 220 Fr.
91 ANDREWS, REGGIE
Concord, NC
DT 6-0 240 Ir.
3 ATKINSON, MIKE
Pnnceton, NC
TB 5-10 185 Sr.
57 BECKETT, JUSTIN
Boston, MA
OT 6-3 280 |r.
93 BERNARD, BRL\N
Codcoa Beach, FL
DT 6-4 250 Fr.
97 BLACKWELL, GREG
Coalesville, PA
LB 6-3 '/2 225 Sr.
16 BOWKER,JIM
Wrishtsville Beach, NC
DB 6-0 185 So.
76 BRABSON, ROY
Atlanta, GA
OL 6-4 245 Ir.
29 BRANION, JOBY
Wareham. MA
DB 5-11 185 Sr.
50 BRAULEY, IEEE
Alexandria, KY
OL 6-3 252 So.
34 BRUNSON, DARRYL
Sl. Louis, MO
DB 6-3 203 Sr.
46 BUONICONTI, NICK
Miami. FL
LB 5-10 178 Ir.
41 BURGER, TOM
Maylown, PA
LB 6-3 225 Fr.
67 BURKE, PAUL
HomdI.NY
OL 6-3 260 |r.
31 CALAMARI BOB
Lorain, OH
DB 6-3 180 Sr.
74 CHISOLM, ALVIN
New RochcllcNY
OL 6-5 270 Fr.




TE 6-4 210 Fr.
14 COYNE, STEVE
Newtown Square, PA
RB 5-10 175 Fr.
28 CURRAN, ROBERT
Houston, TX
DB 6-0 175 Ir.
52 DAVIS, GREG
Springfield, PA
LB 6-3 230 Fr.
92 DEMORE, DAVE
Pittsbursh. PA
OLB 6-2 '/2 225 So.




DT 6-8 245 So.
55 EILY, DEREK
Roxboro, NC
OT 6-3 260 Sr.
44 EL-MASRY, lOHN
Waltham.MA
OLB 6-1 228 So.
26 GLANAGAN, GREG
Sarasota. PL
WR 6-0 180 Ir.
49 EOXWORTHY, |AY
CollesePark.GA
LB 6-2 210 So.
15 FREDERICK, GARY
Goldsboro, NC
WR 6-0 185 Sr.
56 GODFREY, )IM
Virsinia Beach. VA
LB 6-2 220 Fr.
88 GOWDY, REGGIE
Washinston, DC
LB 6-3 200 Fr.
25 GRANTHAM, [ULIUS
Belleville, IL
TB 6-0 185 So.
5 GREEN, DOUG
Graham, NC
WR 6-1 170 So.
65 GRESEN, SOL
LasVesa5,NV
OL 6-4 265 So.
78 HARPER, GREG
Tampa, FL
DT 6-4 245 So.
1 HARPER, KENNETH
West Palm Beach, FL
PK 6-1 200 |r.
69 HEALY, TIM
Indianapolis, IN
OL 6-4 245 Ir.
84 HEISER, IIM
Cincinnati, OH
OLB 6-4 224 Fr.
4 HERRING, CHUCK
Springfield, VA
WR 6-1 185 Ir.
58 HEUSOHN, NICK
Pensacola. FL
OL 6-3 V2 235 So.
66 HIGGINBOTHAM, MARK
Lawrcncevillc. GA
OG 6-3 265 Sr.
62 HIGGINBOTHAM, MIKE
Lawrenceville, GA
OG 6-3 270 |r.
NO NAME POS HOT WGT CL
12 HILL, lOHNNY
Winston-Salem, NC
DB 5-10 180 Sr.
37 {AMES, DAVID
Virginia Beach, VA
FB 6-2 220 Ir.
48 lUNKIN, MIKE
Belviderc, IL
LB 6-4 238 So.
35 KORNBERT, LEWIS
Durham, NC
LB 5-11 205 Sr.
90 LABORDE, STANLEY
Ridgcwood, N)
DT -- 6-3 220 Fr.
23 LASTER, TERRANCE
Bolles, a
DB 6-3 200 Fr.
70 LINDQUIST, DAVE
Oak Brook, IL
OT 6-3 260 Ir.
59 LUCAS, BILL
Yorktown, VA
LB 6-2 220 So.
87 MAHER, BOB
Hishland Falls, NY
WR 6-4 215 Ir.
72 McNAIRY, TED
Charlotte, NC
DT 6-4 250 Sr.
36 McNULTY, KEVIN
Ricky River. OH
LB 6-2 210 Fr.
61 MILLION, TED
Norman, OK
OT 6-4 275 Ir.
24 MONK, STANLEY
jacksonvillc, NC
RB 6-2 195 Fr.
11 MOORE, PETE
Burlington, NC
DB 6-1 178 Ir.
75 MOORMAN, TOMMY
Concord, NC
LB 6-0 200 Fr.
39 MOSELEY, MARK
Springfield, IL
DB 5-10 180 Ir.




OL 6-5 235 Fr.
13 NIXON, BUD
Wilmington, NC
DB 6-3 190 Sr.
94 OWENS, CRAIG
Enc.PA
DT 6-3 247 So.
53 PACFTTI, DAVID
Upper Darby, PA
DT 6-4 260 Fr.
64 PADDOCK, BRAD
PlantaUon, FL
OL 6-5 250 So.
7 PARKER, RALPH
Radnor, PA
WR 6-2 185 Fr.
80 PATTEN, |EFF
Morchead City.NC
LB 6-6 205 Fr.
33 PEACOCK, MIKE
Clifton Park. NY
TB 6-1 200 So.
86 RAGUNAS, lOHN
Newport News, VA
WR 5-11 165 So.
89 REED, RICK
Virginia Beach, VA
TE 6-4 230 Ir.
85 RUSSELL, SCOTT
Winston-Salem, NC
TE 6-4 222 Sr.
63 RYAN, STEVE
Berwyn. PA
DT 6-3 245 Sr.




RB 6-1 200 Fr.
30 SCALES, ALLEN
Brentwood, MO
DB 5-8 165 Sr.
40 SIME, SCOTT
Key Biscayne, FL
FB 6-0 195 Sr.




FB 5-8 195 So.
42 STUBBS, PETE
Capitol Heights. MD
LB 6-0 198 Ir.
27 TERRY, DEWAYNE
Bolles, a
DB 6-2 183 Fr.
17 TOLISH, |OHN
Brentwood, MO
P 5-10 175 Sr.




OT 6-4 260 Ir.
43 WARD, HARRY
Norwood, MA
OLB 6-2 235 |r.
9 WHFTE, JOHN
Irving, TX
DB 6-0 185 So.
95 WIKLINSON, SCOTT
Leavenworth, KS
DT 6-2 235 Sr.
20 WINSTEAD, HAROLD
Portsmouth, VA
DB 5-8 172 Sr.
38 WOODS, HOWARD
Detroit, Ml
DB 5-10 182 |r.
51 WORTHINGTON, |IM
Pierson, FL
LB 6-2 210 Fr.
54 YOUMANS, MURRAY
Whitsett. NC






South Carolina 4-H'crs are leamins some
surprisins thin^ about trees.
Such as...
Trees are South Carolina's No. 1 crop,
wdl ahead of tobacxx) and soybeans, and
forest products comprise the third largest in-
dustry in the state behind textiles and chemi-
cals.
The delivered value of sawtimbcr and
pulpwood each year fluctuates above or
below the $300 million mark, depending on
how well the housing industry feres. Receipts
from the sale of tobacco and soybeans each
were around the S200 million maik in
1983.
Forests cover two-thirds of the Palmetto
State. That's 12.5 million acres of trees pro-
viding raw material for our homes, pulp for
paper and chemicals, places for recreation,
and a home for wildlife.
'Trees are so conunonplace that most of
us take them for granted," says Guy Sabin,
forester with the Qemson University Exten-
sion Service.
Through the 4-fi program he and other
Qemson foresters hope South Carolina
forests can lose some of that Rodney Danger-
field syndrome and get some respect. The
program teaches 4-H'ers between the ages of
9 and 19 what forest management is all
about.
That includes teaching such skills as tree
identification, how to measure the amount of
board feet in a stand of pines, how to thin
trees, and how to identify insects and dis-
eases.
The 4-H'ers compete in the spring in a
statewide 4-H Forestry Invitational field day
to see who has best learned these skills. The
invitational is co-sponsored by the Clemson
Extension Service in cooperation with the
S.C. Forestry Foundation, and the state fores-
try industry. The top four contestants attend
the National Forestry Invitational at Jackson
Mills 4-H Camp in Weston, West Virginia.
The South Carolina team for 1984 in-
cluded Kent Corley of Laurens, Chris Wilkes
of Bambei^g, David Grantham of Orangeburg
and |ay Davis of Sumter. County agents Gil-
bert Miller of Bamberg and Thad Jones of
Laurens served as coaches.
The team finished ninth out of 1 5 teams
this year, but only 90 points separated them
from Alabama, which finished first with
about 1 ,200 points.
"Many of these 4-H'ers will be the future
stewards of our land — as land owners,
policymakers, or just concerned citizens,"
says Sabin. "Some of them may not use the
knowledge learned in 4-H for years, but we
will have planted that seed of awareness
which is so important for our future and for
the future of our natural resources."
Among those "seeds of awareness" is an
appreciation for man's role in renewing the
state's forest resources.
"About 235,000 acres of timber arc har-
vested each year. All but 50,000 of those
acres are regenerated by planting seedlings or
by cultural practices designed to achieve nat-
ural regeneration," says Sabin. "Most of that
50,000 acre shortfall in regeneration is on
land owned by private individuals, who own
about 73 percent of the timber land in South
Carolina.
"We need to correct that situation if we
are to continue to have a reliable supply of
timber. We can't keep cutting more than we
plant. If we do we will threaten those
28,500 jobs which forestry provides in this
state and the industries which turn out $2.5
billion in forestry-related products each
year."









proud to he a part ofthe winning
team at Clemson.
Environmental Landscaping^ has provided
automatic sprinkler systems for Clemson
University's practice fields and for Frank
Howard Field inDeath Valley.
TORO,
Toro....your source for automatic irrigation and sprinlcler systems. Irrigation Division
58
^ copynghl 1978 Custom Specialty Company
When Saying Nothing
Says it All
Suitable for framing in any
standard 18" x 24"or custom
frame, the visual impact of
"DOOM" is unparalleled. The
rich, vibrant colors will enhance
the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Distribution will be limited to
a total of 500 prints per year
and orders will be accepted
only during the months of
September through December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy
to give as a memorable gift to
the most deserving Clemson
fan you know. Only $9.95.
The perfect Christmas





p. O. BOX 1 1
1
U FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" $9.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(40t) sales tax. (Sorry, no COD orders.) Order now for Christmas.














and YOUR UNITED STATES SENATOR
STROM THURMOND
Extends his best wishes to Head Coach Dauiny Ford,
Athletic Director Bill McLellan, the Assistant Coaches,
the Athletic Staff, the Cheerleaders, the Tiger Marching
Band, and the 1984 Clemson Tiger Football Tecim, for a
great year!
Strom Thurmond is proud to join President Bill
Atchley, the Administration, the Board of Trustees,
IPTAY, the Students, Faculty, Staff, Alumni, and all Tiger
fans in supporting this great University.
Here's to the Tiger spirit!






Tliere weren't any srandstands or large parking
lots to accommodate the spectators nor any bands
or cheerleaders to urge on the home team. There
was the feeling of excitement and anticipation in
the air on this crisp fall day on an autumn-colored
campus that we are all familiar with. The tradition
of Tiger Football in this small up-state South
Carolina town began 86 years ago today, for that
was the first Clemson home game in history.
October 20 is a special day for Clemson foot-
ball. The Tigers have played many memorable
contests on this date including that initial home
game.
1898 -In this first home appearance on a
Thursday afternoon, Clemson played host to
Bingham Military school of North Carolina. The
Tigers were not too hospitable for within eight
minutes after the start of the game, Clemson had
scored two touchdowns and before the day was
over, 1 1 touchdowns counting four points a-
piece were recorded. W.C. Forsythe broke a re-
cord by kicking points after touchdowns with 1
1
perfect attempts. ).G. Kaigler and G.P. Lewis
made runs of 50 and 60 yards, respectively,
around the ends to boost Clemson to the 55-0
thrashing of Bingham. R.T.V. Bowman, the man
for whom the field at Clemson is named, was an
assistant coach at that time with Clemson and
helped referee the game.
Chuck McSwain led Clemson with two
touchdowns at Duke in 1979, the last time Clem-
son played on this date.
1906 -In a typical Clemson-Georgia confron-
tation, the game was close throughout. Clemson,
entering the game with many of its stars hurt,
scored with only five minutes remaining in the
contest to lift the home squad past Georgia, 6-0.
The Tigers' George Warren ran two plays from the
50-yard-line to paydirt for the winning score be-
fore a home crowd on Bowman field. In this
game, Clemson's defense did not allow Georgia a
first down and the game was played in the shadow
of Georgia's goalposts all day.
191 6-In the battle of the Tigers, Auburn and
Clemson played on this date at Auburn, AL.
Clemson put up a brilliant fight but Auburn, who
outweighed Clemson by a full 25 pounds in many
positions, wore down the Clemson Tigers 28-0.
Auburn was successful using end runs after the
much lighter Clemson team stopped the penetra-
tion through the lines several times. Bill Matthews
and C.L. Cannon led Clemson defensively in the
losing cause. B.C. (Stumpy) Banks ran 60 yards
against the stubborn Auburn defense but Clemson
was unable to capitalize on the gain.
1927-The cry "Pull them up; I want a piece
for my room," was a cry shouted by the Clemson
cadets after the Tigers soundly defeated South
Carolina 20-0 in Columbia, on Big Thursday at
the fair grounds. The Clemson Cadets, after the
triumph, were in the process of tearing down the
goalposts in celebration of Clemson's conquest.
No doubt there were pieces of the wooden goal-
posts proudly displayed in many a dorm room at
Clemson the next day. The cadets, along with a
record crowd of 13,000 people witnessed Clem-
son's Bud Eskew rush for two touchdowns behind
the impressive blocking of O.K. Pressley.
1932-October 20 was the date for another
Big Thursday battle with South Carolina. The
Gamecocks took advantage of Clemson's miscues
and scored twice in the second half on the way
to a 14-0 win on a very warm day. Clemson
gained only 76 yards in total offense for the day.
1938-A 20-point first quarter highlighted a
Clemson victory over arch-rival South Carolina
before a record-breaking crowd of 21,000 in
Columbia. The Tigers scored 27 of their 34 points
in the first half to defeat the state competition, 34-
1 2 . Clemson 's third touchdown came when Shad
Bryant escaped the grasp of two would-be tacklers
in the backfield and raced around the left end for
a 70-yard jaunt for paydirt.
1 949-Once again the Tigers were playing the
Gamecocks on this particular fall day on a Big
Thursday. South Carolina, behind the excellent
quarterbacking of Bo Hagan, overcame a two-
touchdown deficit to defeat favored Clemson, 27-
13. Hagan drove across for two touchdowns and
passed 40 yards for another.
1955-Clemson would play South Carolina for
the fifth time on this autumn date. Quarterback
Charlie Bussey steered Clemson to two
touchdowns in the first 1 1 minutes to lead the Ti-
gers to a 28- 1 4 victory over the Gamecocks in the
53rd meeting of the two schools. Clemson's Joel
Wells was the big gun as he ran for 116 yards for
a 6.6 average per carry. Clemson's Frank Howard
commented after the game, "We did everything
we wanted to do."
1962-Duke's Mike Curtis intercepted two
Tiger passes enroute to a 1 6-0 win over Clemson.
Curtis' interceptions were just two of the five pas-
ses that were picked off by the Blue Devils' defen-
ders during that afternoon. Duke's shutout of
Clemson marked the first time Clemson was held
scoreless by an ACC team since 1 957.
1 973-The next time Clemson was to play on
this date was against the same opposition except
this time the Tigers were playing Duke at Durham,
NC. In Red Parkers's first year as head mentor,
Clemson easily defeated Duke, 24-8. A 40-yard
pass from Clemson's Ken Pengitore to Bennic
Cunningham set up the Tigers' first score, a one-
yard run by Smiley Sanders. Clemson scored again
in the first period, this time Sanders plunged over
from the two. Bob Burgess kicked a 50-yard field
goal for Clemson in the final quarter while, Pengi-
tore ran from the two to give Clemson a 24-0 ad-
vantage. Duke scored with only 16 seconds re-
maining in the game to make the final score Clem-
son 24 and Duke 8.
1979-Chuck McSwain scored two touchdowns
and reserve fullback Tracy Perry chipped in two
scores, as the Tigers ground out a 28- 1 win over
Duke. The Tiger defense had another great day,
picking off three passes and twice stopping the
Blue Devils on goal-line stands.
Since the first home game on October 20,
1898, this date has brought to the Clemson fans
many moments of thrills and excitement. Eighty-
six years later, today's homecoming game prom-
ises to be no exception.
Clemson on October 20
(7-40verall,2-2atHome,4-l Away)
1898 W H 55-0 Bingham Military
1906 W H 6-0 Georgia
1916 L A 0-28 Auburn
1927 W A 20-0 South Carolina
1932 L A 0-14 South Carolina
1938 W A 34-12 South Carolina
1949 L A 13-27 South Carolina
1955 W A 28-14 South Carolina
1962 L H 0-16 Duke
1973 W A 24-8 Duke












Stadium: Wallace Wade (33,941)
Turf: Natural Grass




Colors: Blue & White
Athletic Director: Tom Butter
Head Coach: Steve Sloan
Record at School: 3-8(1 year)
Career Record 4- yr Schools: 58-63-3 (1 1 years)
Assistant Coaches: Richard Bell, Tommy Limbaugh, Miles Aldridge, Rodney
Allison, Tommy Bowden, Rod Broadway, Richard Como, Monty Cook,
Ron McCrone
Lettermcn Lost: 2 1 Lettcrmen Returning: 47
Starters Lost: 10 Starters Returning: 1
2
Offensive Formation: Pro-Set Defensive Formation: 4-3
Top Losses: Ben Bennett (QB), Mike Grayson (TB), Mark Militello (WR),
Philip Ebinser (C) , Mark Miller (OG) , Bill Smith (DL) , Chester Gee (CB)
,
)oel Blunk (FB)
Offensive Starters Returning: (5) )ustin Beckett (OT), Ted Million (OT),
Mike Higginbotham (OG), Scott Russell (TE), Gary Frederick (WR)
Defensive Starters Returning: (5) Murray Youmans (DL), Harry Ward
(DE) , Nick Buoniconti (LB) , )oby Branion (PS) , Daryl Brunson (SS)





























































Every Orange Saturday 99
OFFER GOOD EVERY SATURDAY DURING FOOTBALL SEASON: SEPT. 8-NOV. 24
COLLEGE & SENECA (CLEMSON)
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Too often in our lives each of us is faced with
obstacles that line our paths. Now, if we arc fortu-
nate, these unforseen interruptions are unrelated
to disease or injury, for our health is far and away
our most precious gift- And that gift can easily be
wiped out by a debilitating illness, injury or even
death.
Anyone who has ever had to battle back from
such illness or injury can attest to the richness and
vitality of a clean bill of health. One person who
has such a testimony is Clemson's starting defen-
sive "Ed" end jeff Wells.
Now in his fifth year in Tigcrtown, Wells, the
only active player on the Tiger roster who has
started a game on offense and a game on defense,
confronted a mysterious illness in 1981 that not
only threated his football career, but life itself.
Thirty-eight times the 6-4, 230-pound senior
has engaged in a Clemson grid confrontation but
none of these conflicts have equalled the mag-
nitude of his 1981 battle. In what should have
been a joyous sophomore season, it turned into a
nightmare for Jeff Wells. He came to Tigertown in
1980, a highly touted offensive end, and he
promptly proved worthy of Clemson's pursuit,
earning starting assignments in five games at tight
end.
Ironically, the Rome, GA product spent the
summer of 1 98 1 in Clemson, enduring the condi-
tioning and strength program designed to make
him an even bigger and better football player. The
illness began innocently enough, or so Wells fi-
gured, just a simple, nagging sore throat in early
August. But what appeared at first minor, de-
veloped in to a serious ailment, necessitating
Wells to spend a month at Anderson Memorial
Hospital. It claimed nearly 40 pounds from his
once sturdy and finely tuned body, and required
a recovery period of one year completely elimi-
nating football, school and even minor physical
effort from his daily activities. The then 19-year-
old young man was facing his greatest challenge
yet.
"To me it seemed like a sore throat, but then
my glands started swelling and finally my entire
neck was swollen," Wells described as he recalled
his 1981 illness. "I went into the hospital and
stayed a month. The doctors said it started off as
a virus. They were going to drain my neck, but
then that cleared up only to find out later the fluid
was draining down into my chest around my
heart, which caused my heart to enlarge. When
I finally was able to leave the hospital, the doctor
told me that if I didn't obey him, do everything
exactly as he instructed, I probably would never
play football again." Life suddenly became
fragile.
When asked what the prognosis meant in his
own mind, especially the thought of never playing
ball again )eff replied, "Well, first of all I was glad
to get out of the hospital and to feel better, and
I just wanted to get well." So Wells was confined
to his home in Rome, GA, with the support of his
family, including seven brothers and sisters, for
the duration of Clemson's celebrated champion-
ship season. He was relegated to an extremely
sedentary life of watching television and very little
else.
The first game )cff was able to see in person was
the Wake Forest encounter the last day of Oc-
tober, 1981. And, did he feel bad about not being
an active member during that season? "I was real
happy for the team, but I was too sick to feel left
Jeff Wells fought off a serious illness in
1 98 1 to become a stcirter in 1 984.
out. I was just hoping I would get better to play
again, but I was real happy for all the guys that
year, especially at the Orange Bowl."
Although a lot of people encouraged |eff on his
road to recovery, all the hard work and sweat and
determination had to come entirely from him, and
it did. "I wanted to come back, and I knew it
meant a lot of hard work to get myself back into
shape," Wells recounted. "I wasn't allowed to lift
weights or even jog until my first day back the next
summer, and then I wasn't suppose to do much
at first. It took a long time, and even after the sum-
mer I wasn't but half way back into shape, but I
knew I'd be all right."
Everyone was impressed with Wells' recovery,
especially the coaching stff and Coach Ford. ")eff
made an outstanding recovery, considering how
sick he was and having to start from scratch," said
Ford. "He put everything into his rehabilitation
program, did what was asked of him and came
back quicker than anyone expected. He's an out-
standing person, always gets his job done and
gives his best."
By 1982 Wells was splitting time on offense
and defense, just his playing at all was a real tri-
bute to his work ethic, "jeff s as good a worker
as I have," said assistant coach Tommy West,
Wells' position coach. "He's the type guy who's
going to practice every day, he's going to play hurt
and do everything he can to help this team."
Wells has been moved around a lot since com-
ing to Clemson, mostly switching from tight end
to defensive end, his apparent final destination in
this, his last year.
Actually, this versatile performer says he pref-
ers playing defense. "I really like playing defense
better, I like giving the hits better than taking
them. Plus, I feel like you are better able to use
all your ability on defense, particularly since free-
dom of movement is greater. " He is especially ap-
preciative of Coach West, calling him his "main
man". "I think Coach West is a fine coach and
a fine person and very fair. I feel I've learned a lot
playing under Coach West."
Wells has developed into a fine defensive
player and according to West, he is a more phys-
ical player than former All-ACC end Ed Pickett
was, which is a good standard of comparison.
"His best traits are that he is physical, a battering-
ram type guy," described West. "You don't have
to worry about )eff. He is a conscientious enough
individual that he is going to try and get better
when he doesn't do well, he's proved that al-
ready. Football means a lot to |eff Wells. He is de-
finitely a kid that enjoys playing football."
But that shouldn't come as a surprise, for this
affable, quiet young man came pretty close to
never playing football again, and that was enough












54 Cruce 69 Mann
64 ELLIS 61 CHEATHAM

















79 Clayton 15 Roulhac





















































































































(L-R): Terry Pait, Matt Wall, Kent Tomberlin, David McLain, Ricky Steen (Field Capt.), Mark Garrison (Head Mgr.), Peter Fennel),
Chad Dalton, John Ballinscr, Buzz Lombard, Gary Pait.






























OPEN ALL DA Y SA TURDA Y
PHONE 803/288-4341 P.O. BOX 7 MAIN STREET MAULDIN, S.C. 29662
68
WHATEVER THE SEASON THERE'S
A REASON FOR S-10 BLAZER.
Chevy S-10 Blazer is that
versatile. Lots to carry?
Just fold down the optional
rear seat for more load
length than any full-size
sport utility. Tote up to 1,000
lbs., including people and
cargo. That's 4-passenger-
plus load versatility.
Shift on the fly. S-10 Blazer
4x4 with revolutionary Insta-
Trac lets you shift from free-
wheeling 2-wheel drive to
4-wheel-drive High and back
while driving at any speed.
Tow up to 5,000 lbs. Properly
equipped, S-10 Blazer 2WD
can tow up to 5,000 lbs.
S-10 4x4 up to 4,000 lbs.,
including trailer and cargo.
Versatile S-10 Blazer. The
sport utility that's always in
season.





Score with your guests, with your family, with yourself
Our game plan:
We at Naturally Fresh use only the finest ingredients in all our refrigerated dressings, dips and
sauces so that you, your family and your guests get what they deserve. The best.
Check our line up:
Exciting and interesting flavors teamed up with your favorite foods.
Our signals are c ear: u u
There is a date printed on every jar proving it's fresh. Not a jumble of computer numbers but
a plain and simple date.
So rack up the points:
WKen you pass the Naturally Fresh rack in your favorite grocery produce section, take some
home tonight.
Don't pass on tms play. Its a winner. Naturally.




Rushes: 36 by )im bhirlcy vs. N .L. ^talc, 1 V5
1
by Kay i auger vs. Wake r orest, 1 VoV
Yards Rushing: 260 by Uitt Austin vs. Uuke, 1 VoZ
Yds/Carry: 30.4 (5-152) by Ken Moore vs. The Citadel, 1954
Yds Rush by QB: 140 by Mike O'Cain vs. N.C. State, 1 976
Passes: 48 byTommy Kcndrick vs. Florida State, 1 970
Passes Completed: 25 by Iommy Kendnck vs. Honda otate, lyiyj
Yds Passing: 323 by 1 riomas Kay vs. iNortn Laroiina, 1 Voo
TD Passes: 4 oy DODDy ijage vs. Auburn , 1 v4 <
Q)mp % .800 ^ 1 /L- 1 by Mike Lppicy vs. virgmia, i yoj
Total Plays: 53 by Tonuny Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1 970
Total Offense: 374 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 947
Receptions: 11 uy 1 nil ivLT^ib vb. I'lOiui i^ruiiiid, i 7dj
Rcc. Yards: 163 by jerry Sutler vs. Gcorgis Tech, 1 977
Yds/Rec: 32.6 1 - 1 \jj ) uy jciry Liiiut^i va. vjt^uijjid i c^cii, i 7 i i
(Min 5 Rec) (1 1 An hv PpirvTiiHlp W;ilfP Fr»ro«t 19X1— IDl ) Uyi (iliy 1 UlUt Vo. aKc: 1 1 70 1
TD Passes: 3 by Drehcr Gflskin vs. Aubum, 1953
Punts: 13 by Marion Butler vs. Wake Forest, 1 942
Punt Average: 55.3 (3-1 66) by Dale Hatcher vs. Kentucky, 1982
Punt Yards: 504 oy uanks Mcraddcn VS. luiane, iV^V
Punts Blocked: 2 Dy Wingo Avery VS. IneLiiadel, 1734
Punt Returns: 10 by onad Dryant vs. rurman, IV^V
Punt Ret Yds: 167 Dy Uon Keiiey (^4 Ketj VS. plaryland, iVfU
Kickoff Ret: 7 Dy jonn oriields VS. Alaoama, IVoV
Kickoff Ret Yds: 160 by jonn onields VS. Alaoama, ivoV
Points: 33 by Piaxcy Weicn VS. iNewberry, \
TDS: 5 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
TDS Rushing: 5 by Maxcy NVelch vs. Newberry, 1 930
TDS Resp: 5 by Maxcy ^Velch vs. Newberry, 1 930
by Bobby Ga§e vs. Auburn, 1947
PATS: 9 byTommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1949
Field Goals: 4 by Obed Ariri on four occasions
Kick Scoring: 15 by Obed Ariri vs. Wake Forest, 1 978 and 1 980
Tackles: 24 by leff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1980
First Hits: 17 by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1 980
Tackles by Lineman: 19 by Edgar Pickett vs. Wake Forest, 1 983
Tackles by Def. Back; 16 by lack Cain vs. Maryland, 1 980
Tackles for Loss: 5 by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1 979
Pass Broken Up: 4 by Mollis Hall vs. Tulane, 1981
by Willie Underwood vs. Wake Forest, 1 980
byRodMcSwainvs.N.C.Statc, 1983
Sacks: 3 by [im Stuckey vs. Wcike Forest and
Maryland, 1979
by Steve Durham vs. Maryland, 1979
Fumble Rec: 2 by Randy Scott vs. Duke, 1978
Interceptions: 3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1 965
Int Ret Yds: 100 byDonKelleyvs. Duke, 1970
Team Records
Most Rushes: 78 vs. Duke, 1 979
Most Yards Rushing: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 1 98
1
MostTD's Rushing: 1 1 vs. Presbyterian, 1945
Most Passes Attempted: 48 vs. North Carolina, 1965; vs. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Attempted: vs. South Carolina, 1956
Most Passes Completed: 25 vs. Horida Stale, 1 970
Fewest Passes Completed : vs. George Washington,1938; Presbyteria n
,
1942; South Carolina, 1943-44-52-56; Fordham, 1952; VPl, 1956
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1 963
Fewest Yards Passing: - 1 vs. Maryland, 1956
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina, 1 945
MostTDPasscs:4vs. Auburn, 1947
Most Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 1 98
1
Most Punts Returned: 1 1 vs. George Washington, 1941
Most Yards Returned: 167 vs. Maryland, 1970
Most Kickoff Returns: 1 vs. Georgia Tech, 1 944
Most Yards Returned: 198 vs. Honda, 1952
Most First Downs Rushing: 27 vs. Presbyterian, 1 957; vs. Wake Forest, 1 98
1
Most First Downs Passing: 1 7 vs. North Carolina, 1 965
Most Total First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 1 98
1
Fewest Total Fust Downs: 1 vs. South Carolina, 1943
Most Penalties: 14 vs. Furman, 1964; vs. Wake Forest, 1977; vs. Virginia, 1980
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs. Furman, 1964
Most Points Scored: 122 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1 93
1
Interceptions: 6 vs. South Carolina, 1971
Intercept. Ret. Yds: 143 (4 Returns) vs. Maryland, 1970
QBSacks: lOvs. Maryland, 1979
Pass Broken Up: 1 2 vs. Wake Forest, 1 979
Tackles For Loss: 15 vs. Maryland, 1979
Pass Broken Up: 1 2 vs. Wake Forest, 1979
Fumble Recoveries: 6 vs. Duke, 1965









And Watch It Become a Fat Cat




• Money Management Checking
Individual Retirement Accounts
Certificates
Automated Teller Machine Service
Free Life Insurance
And Much, Much More
S»C» State Employees' Credit Union
Services readily available to State, City, County and Educational groups. Other groups welcome. For more
information, please contact our Member Services Department at (803) 252-8740 or write to S.C. State Employees'
Credit Union, P.O. Box 726, Columbia, S.C. 29202-0726.
Columbia North Columbia Cle Charleston Aiken
I
Old Milwaukee brings you two great players.
Old Milwaukee, the beer that tastes as great as its name.
And Old Milwaukee Light, the beer that got the taste of
light right. Any way you play it, that's














F. Reeves Gressette, [r., Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
F.E. Hughes, Director
Dr. G.|. L^whon, |r., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR - H.C. McLELLAN
IPTAY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY - |OSEPH ). TURNER, IR.
HONORARY DIRECTOR - FRANK HOWARD
* Desisnates IPTAY *84 Award Winner
T.C. Atkinson, )r., Director
Charlie W. Bussey, Director
W.G. DesChamps, |r., Director
Dr. R.C Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
George G. Poole, Ir., Director
Chris Suber, Director
W.H. Taylor, Director












* V. Wcndel Bosgs
Charles B. Murphy
* Philip H. Rosenberg
* Don Southard, |r.
M. Earlc Williamson
Anderson County
* ST, King, Chairman
B.K. ChreitTberg
R. Carol Cook
* Ice B. Davenport
George H. Ducworth
* Charles Dderidge





Ralph r. King. |r.
* [amcs F. little
* Harry Ma)or













* William E. Bumelt










Robert G. Sharpe, jr.
Richard Suggs
McCormick County
* T.C. Faulkner, jr.,
Chairman
Oconee County










^ Franas A. Bosdell
|. Ed Burrell
» ferry R. Byrd









Edwin L. Kilby, jr.
Tom C, Lynch, |r.














1 5 Qual Hill Drive
Greenville. S.C. 29607
Cherokee County





* Gary E. Clary
Wylie Hamrick
E. Raymond Parker
* james R. Sanders, jr.
Greenville County





* Miles E. Bruce
Charles A. Bryan, jr.
Phillip H. Burnett
Charles W. Bussey, jr.
* Larry B. Copeland
j. Bennette Comwell. Ill





* Clark Gaston, Ir.
loeD. Gibson
* |oel W.Gray. Ill
* Richard H. Ivester
Willis A. King, Ir.
* Terry A. Kingsmore
lim League
Henry M. Lee
* rioyd S. Long
* Terry L. Long
Scabrook L. Marchant
* James T. McCartcr





* John F. Palmer
I.N. Patterson, Ir.
* George Millon Plyler




* [oc D, Swann
E. Richard Taylor, Ir.
S.Gray Walsh








Hugh Foster Morgan, |r.
W.B.Owens
Ralph C. Prater







* lamesG. Bagnal, III
Andy N. Beiers
lohn L. Brady. Sr.
A.B. Bullington.lr.




























330 Fairway Road S.W.








* Frank T. Gibbs
berl Hines Hamilton
Eugene H. Rneece, Ir.








* Lewis F. Holmes, III,
Chairman
Greg W. Anderson
* E.O. Dukes. Jr.
J.W.Gilliam. Jr.
Henry M. Hcrtong, Jr.













Ernest lamerson Corley, jr.
H. Ralph Corley. Sr.
* John Melton Gault, III
Robert T. Haselden. Jr.
T.A. Henry












* Earie |. Bedenbaugh,
Chairman
* Walter B. G)usins
* Louie C. Derrick
* L Glenn Fellers
* Melvin L. Longshore
C.H.RassdaleJII
* Terry C. Shaver
|ocH. Simpson, [r.
Qifiord T. Smith
* C. Gumic Stuck
David Waldrop. |r.
Richland County
* Don E. Golightly,
Chairman





Ldgar S. Coffey, |r.










* William T. McDaniel.lII
lames P. McKeown, III
* S.C. McMcckin.jr.
[cffrey A.O'Cain
* Crawford E. Sanders. l(l
* A. LeeShcidcr. Jr.
B. Marion Smith
* Davis O.Smith
* lohn H. Timmerman




* Alfred B. Coleman
* lames A. Derrick
Benjamin H. Herlong
* lames R. Hcrlong, Jr.







5 1 5 Richardson Circle. E.
Hartsville. S.C. 29550
Chester County
• Edward C. Abdl,
Chairman












Dan R. Tillman, [r.
William R. TUlman
k Patrick K.White





T. lames Bell. jr.
M-W. Carter
Marion D. Hawkins. Ir.
Warren [effords





• lohn C. Walker
Fairfield County
' Harold R. jones,
Chairman
' Louis M. Boulware
' |.K. Coleman
' Ernest C. Hughes














* Marion D. Lever, Jr.
^ Garrett I, Mobley













William E. Gore. Ir.
Ray C.Smith
York County
* S. Lynn Campbell,
Chairman
* William R.Adkins
* David E. Angel
Roy W. Campfield, Ir.
*0,T,Culp
* F. Buist Eaves, |r.
Fred W.Faircloth, III
* Harper S. Gault
* E.M.George
* Thomas E. Grimes. Ill
* leffery T. Haire
* lames W. Hancock, Ir.
William F. Harper
Alford Haseldcn
* Lewis W. Hicks
* W.T. Icnkins.lr.
* F.D- lohnson
lames H. Owen, |r.
* I.e. Rhea, Ir.








































Nolan L. PonUff. Ir.
* Thomas P. Ryan
Calhoun County

















* William C. Kcnnerty
* Robert C. Lenhardt
Thomas E. Lynn






* lames R.White. III.
Chairman
* lack W, Carter. Sr.
Marion W. Sams, Ir.
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* William F. Speights,
Chairman












* F. Reeves Gressette. Ir.
* W.C. Higginbotham. |r.
Edgar C. McGee
* FldcherM. Riley. Ir.
I.M. Russell, ir.
* lack G.Vallentine. Ill
lames C. Williams, |r.
























Clyde S. Bryce, |r..
Chairman





^ William L. Coleman
Frank A. Douglass. Ir,
L.B. Finklea, Ir.
t Harold B. Haynes
» Ernest L. loncs
» L.Chappell loncs
t lames W. King
lohn F. Poole





* Glenn A. Cox. Chairman
|oe Thomas Branyon. Ir,
Samuel M, Harper
A.H.Lachicotte.lr.











* lohn H. Holcombe, Ir.
* S.F. Horton
* Thurmon W. McLamb
Stephen H. Mudge
* Richard W. Sarvis


















lohn I. Snow, Chairman
* W.C. Cottingham
W.H.Cox
Fred P. Guerry. |r.
lames M. Kennedy






* Eddie N. Dalton
* Robert L. Dunnigan
I-L. Edmonds
Gregory S. Fansh





Thomas W. Glenn, III
loc B. Godfrey
jayD. Hair
* E. Guy Hendrix
* H.L. Hoover





* lohn Mclnnis. Ill
Edgar L. Miller. Ir.
Tom R. Moms. |r.
W.D. Moss.lr.
* Archie Kim Ncal




















k Robert A. King
William C. Lawson
Russell Tommy Lyon









* loseph W. Turner, Ir,
* Eugene P. Willimon. |r.
* Ronald W.Young
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* Andrew H. Ronemus
Ben K, Sharp
lohn C. Sharpe














Mrs. B.C. Inabinet, )r.
Clemson, SC
In Memory of Jack R. Miller




Robert Lee Stowe, (r.
Belmont, NC
Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
GaSney, SC
Currie B. Spivey, Jr.
Greenville, SC
$2000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP
Life Members and Honorary Members
Mark S. Avent
Bennettsville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Ray O'Brian Carter
Chapin, SC
Mr. & Mrs. David T. Craig
Blackville, SC














Mrs. C. Guy Gunter # 1
Greenville, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter # 2
Greenville, SC
Mr.& Mrs. Joe F. Hayes
Greenville, SC
Coach Frank J. Howard
Clemson, SC
Mrs. B.C. Inabinet, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
Mrs. Donna Merck Jones
Shreveport, LA










Mrs. Lena A. Sloan
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene P. Willimon
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Richard Wood
Ft. Worth, TX




Marion D. Aldridge/Ted Godfrey/
Marty Kearse/Cooper Thompson
Batesburg, SC
George & Nancy Alley
Columbia, SC






















AARO Rents, Inc.-L.L. Bates, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Clarence B. Bauknight, Jr.
Greenville, SC










T. James Bell, Jr., M.D.
Hartsville, SC






















Sandy & David Bridgforth
Spartanburg, SC




The R.L. Bryan Company
Columbia, SC
Budweiser of Anderson # 1
Columbia, SC




Mr. & Mrs. Doyle C. Burton
Clemson, SC
Harry F. & Sharon Byers
Spartanburg, SC







Carolina Gin Co. & James Sease
Ehrhardt, SC









J.E. "Bo" Chinncrs, Jr.
Dallas, TX
Walnut Grove Auction Sales, Inc.
Roebuck, SC































Glen G. Daves, M.D.
Greenville, SC




































Mr. & Mrs. Lenard J. Flynn
Greenville, SC

































Mr. & Mrs. Neil S. Granger
Greenville, SC
Lamar, Margie, Jeff, Paula Greene
Gaffney, SC










Frank S. Hanckel, Jr.
Charleston, SC
















Landrum H. Henderson, Jr.
Savannah, GA
LJ. (Bill) Hendrix, Jr.
Spartanburg, SC
High Point Chemical Corp.
High Point, NC









Holiday Inn # 2
Clemson, SC














Jeff Hunt Machinery Co.
Columbia, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Lachlan L. Hyatt
Spartanburg, SC
Imperial Die Casting Corp.
Pickens, SC




















In Memory of Ralph Jones
Morgan Jones
Greenwood, SC
G. Tripp Jones M.D./Anne B. Jones
Columbia, SC
R. Ligon King, Jr.
Greenville, SC
In Memory of E.C. (Red) Kneecc

































Mr. & Mrs. Frank J.McGec
Seneca, SC




Ellison S. McKissick, |r.
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Steve T. McLaughlin
Camden, SC
Thomas B. McTccr, jr.
Columbia, SC
Mr. & Mrs. jerry A. Meehan
Anderson, SC










In Memory of Jimmy Mitchell







George M. "Mick" Morris
Greenville, SC
Thomas O. Morris, Jr.
Hemingway Pharmacy, Inc.
Hemingway, SC




Berlin G. Myers Lumber Corp.
Summerville, SC
George B. (Bud) Nalley, Jr.
Easley, SC
William J. Neely, Jr.
Taylors, SC








In Memory of V.K. Hincs
Florence, SC





















Poinsett Construction Co., Inc.
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. David C.Poole
Greenville, SC














Charles F. Rhcm, Jr.
Greer, SC




















Mrs. Davis O. Smith
Columbia, SC
























































Mr. & Mrs. Allen K. Trobaugh
Midland, TX
A.M. Tuck, Inc. # 1
Greenwood, SC







































Clyde W. Wrenn &
Tuff Stuff Furniture
Myrtle Beach, SC











Anderson County Clemson Club
Anderson, SC
























Mr. & Mrs. William Dupre
Abbeville, SC
Michael |. Gilliam, Sr.
Abbeville, SC






Herby Rosenbers & Family
Herby Barber & Family
Abbeville, SC
Don & Wayne Southard/











I.E. Stewart Bldrs., Inc.
Aiken, SC






















E.W. Clamp, E.W. |r, Doug & Mary
Salley,SC







F.M. Young Co., Inc.
Fairfax, SC
ANDERSON

























Dr. & Mrs LP. Ellis, |r.
Anderson, SC
First National Bank of SC








Dr. I.E. McGaha &
Mrs. W.L Gaillard
Anderson, SC
W. Alvin Gainey/E. Dean Nelson
Anderson, SC





Dr. Chase P. Hunter
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh N. Isbell
Anderson, SC
Dr. & Mrs William R.Karpik
Anderson, SC













Mr. & Mrs Norman W. Powell
Anderson, SC
In Memory Of Fraz By Bob
Rita Reeves
Anderson, SC
In Memory Of Henry H. Carter
Anderson, SC
Dr. Donald C. Roberts & Dr.
loseph C. Yarbrough jr.
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Sellers
Anderson, SC




Dr. Kenneth W. Smith
Anderson, SC
T. Barney Smith Agency Inc.
Anderson, SC




James C. Thompson, Jr.
Anderson, SC












Dr. |. Clayton Richardson &
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
Belton, SC
Betty B. Vaughn & Ken Black
HoneaPath,SC










Mr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Ridgeway
Honea Path, SC




Mr. & Mrs. Randy Fem
Pelzer,SC
R. Denny Cole, Jr.
Pendleton, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Walker
























Hilton Head Island, SC
Charlotte H.Tilton








Dr. Rhett B. Myers
Moncks Comer, SC
John H. & Joe Stewart &
Moncks Comer, SC
M.W. Umphlett Memorial By:
Clyde D. & Calhoun W. Umplett
Moncks Comer, SC












2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371
GREENVILLE, S. C. 29602





CALL US TOLL FREE 800-222-4154
CALL US TOLL FHtE
800 222 4154
Out 0< StsI*
Highway 25 - Asheville Highway - Hendersonville, N.C,
693 3443









Gary L Beard & WUliam H.



































Isle Of Palms, SC
Franklin R. Welch Memorial






Thomas E. Lynn & William H.






E.M. Seabrook |r, E.M. Sccibrook

















john M. Hamrick, )r.
Gafiney, SC
E. Raymond Parker





















































Dr. Paul A. Coward
Hartsville,SC








G. James WUds III
HartsvUle, SC
DILLON
Charles F. Carmichael &
Savings Inc.
Dillon, SC
Albert J. &T. Neal Rogers
Fork, SC
























Mr. And Mrs. Robert H. Herlong
Johnston, SC















Thomas J. & Dale C. Mann
Winnsboro, SC








Joe, Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC
Dr. William L. Coleman
Pamplico, SC















TUler Construction Co., Inc.
Georgetown, SC
Waccamaw Family Practice Assoc.
Georgetown, SC
Samcul Robert Spann, Jr.
Murrclls Inlet, SC
Glenn, Myra, JenniferS EBE















Dr. Jim M. Alexander
Greenville, SC


















Nelson J. Carroll, Jr.
Greenville, SC






Thomas, Margaret & Joey Cobb
GreenvUle, SC

























In Memory Of M.L Duboselll














Ernest & Doris Gray
Greenville, SC
Joel W. Gray III
Greenville, SC
FLORENCE






















American Equipment Co., Inc.#2
GreenvUle, SC






Mr. & Mrs. Frank B. Bamett
Greenville, SC
John P. Batson, Jr.
GreenvUle, SC








Turn your thermostat to 68° or
lower for heating, and 78° or
higher for cooling. For every
degree you maintain your
home below 68° and above
78° you reduce your oper-
ating costs And that can
be a big turn for the better
We'll be happy to give you
a free booklet full of energy-
saving tips like this Just call
your local SCE&G office
SCE&G. PEOPLE PUTTING THEIR
ENERGYTOWORK FORYOU.
SMITH @WOBm INC.
Serving Georgia - North Carolina - South Carolina
• DEPENDABLE MOTOR CARRIER SERVICE
• DIRECT SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
• CLASS RATE DISCOUNTS
HOME OFFICE
P.O. BOX 570









C.L. Greene George M. Plyler
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Jack T. & Karen H. Harmon Mr. & Mrs. A.L Powell, Jr.
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
lames F. Harrison Pringle-Owings Inc.
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Robert T. Harrison Performance Systems Inc.
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
). Kirk Hind R.E. Riddle
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Francis K. (Frank) Hinnanl B.D. Robbins
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
I.D. HoUingsworth On Wheels, Inc. Robinson/Jackson
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Bobby Hudson Robert D. Roper
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Willie R.Hudson Rosenfeld/Einstein
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Intcx Products Inc. J.D. Rudder
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Intcx Products Inc. #2 Roberta B. Sanford
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
William B. & Ande M. Jackson Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
|. Rondal |asek CRSSirrineCo.# 1
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Dr.J.DonKelley J.LSirrineCo.#2
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Dr. Roland M. Knight J.E. SirrineCo. #3
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Lanford Company James M. Skinner
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Terrell Lankford Insurance Sloan Construction Co. Inc.# 1
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Lawton Lumber Co. Inc. Dr. Roberts. Small
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
).0. Leonard, |r. J. Frank & Joye R. Solas
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
V.B. Uppard, )r. Walter D.Slalnaker, Jr.
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
George & Dean Marianos Mr. & Mrs. Steve Stasney
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
C.B. Martin James M.Stephens
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Bob Maxwell Builders Inc. Murray M.Stokely
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
H.|ackMcCall,Ir. William B. Sturgis
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
James M. Miles Henry W. Suber
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Thomas Moore Carl Summey
Greenville, SC Greenville, SC
Morris Const Co-Henry Holscber Sunshine Qeaners & Laundry
G/C Dale Hunter Greenville, SC
Greenville, SC
Terry Tallon
Kenneth L. Nail Greenville, SC
Greenville, SC
Robert R. Taylor





Greenville, SC Vulcan Materials Inc.
Palmetto Loom Reed Co.
Greenville, SC
Greenville, SC W.L (BUI) Walker
I.N. Patterson, Jr.
Greenville, SC
Greenville, SC Thomas J. Warwick
John W. Peden Co. Inc.
Greenville, SC
Greenville, SC Larry D. Watson
John Perkins
Greenville, SC
Greenville, SC Curtis & Lalane Welbom
Miss Chris Phillips
Greenville, SC














































Larry & Ronnie Ayers
Piedmont, SC
"Blakcly Dairy Farm Inc."
Piedmont, SC












William J. Jordan, Jr.
Kenneth I. Hall
Simpsonville, SC
Thomas P. Lane Jr.&
Simpsonville, SC
Bill & Marion Barbary
Taylors, SC
James H. Brown, Jr.
Taylors, SC




Earle W. Sargent Memorial:
By Carolina Belting Co.
Taylors, SC.



































Mr. & Mrs Rhett Copeland
Radd&Erin
Greenwood, SC
Mr. & Mrs George L. Crout
Greenwood, SC




Dearyl Lusk-A Douglas Rhodes
Greenwood, SC
Mr. & Mr^. Bill Madden




Terry & Deborah Powell
Greenwood, SC
Dr. & Mrs. J.C. Rockwell
Greenwood, SC
In Memory of Robert H. Rykard




South Atlantic Constrs. Inc.
Greenwood, SC
A.M. Tuck Inc. #2
Greenwood, SC
John, Betty & Johnnie Tumer
Greenwood, SC




Ninety Six Manufacturing Co.
Ninety Six, SC
George T. Abrams, Jr.&
S. Frederick
Ware Shoals, SC


























































N. Myrtle Beach, SC


















Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cauthen
Heath Springs, SC








































Mr. & Mrs. Norman Hair
Chapin,SC












Marvin D. Caldwell, Jr.
Lcesville.SC
C.J. Carter/T.E. Garrison 111/
E.E. Rhoden/L.S. Tompkins
Lexington, SC
Cherokee Trail Veterinary Hosp.
Lexington, SC
Mr. & Mrs. R.W. Cowsert, Jr.
Mr. & Mr. M.E. Fletcher
Lexington, SC
Francois David Gray Memorial
Lexington, SC
Bret J. Harris/T Brown/
Joel Carter/Mark Molyneaux
Lexington, SC
Brenda, Earle, Robin & Steve
Kyzcr
Lexington, SC





























J. Thomas Hunter, Jr.
Marion, SC
McCORMICK
Mrs. Helena W. Faulkner
McCormick, SC
NEWBERRY












Randy & Dorothy Jones
Keowec Key, SC
Dr. & Mrs. Stuart Clarkson, Jr. &
Dr. & Mrs Larry S. Bowman
Richland, SC
Arthur E. Nowell, Jr.
Richland, SC






Dr. Frank A. Axson
Seneca, SC
Walter E. Dixon, Jr. & Robert A
Ferguson, Jr.
Seneca, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin J. Hughes
Seneca, SC
Oconee Savings & Loan Asso.
Seneca, SC





Frankie A. & William H. O'Cain
Cordova, SC
James C. Williams, Jr.
Norway, SC
Dr. Harry B.Arant, Jr.
Orangeburg, SC




Dr. M. Rodney Culler
Orangeburg, SC


























Mr. & Mrs. Stan Walters
Orangeburg, SC































Nancy & Jimmy Cook
Clemson, SC




















Mr. & Mrs. Eugene S. Irwin
Clemson, SC








Mr. & Mrs James V.Patterson
Clemson, SC








Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Skelton
Clemson, SC
Col. & Mrs. E.N.Tyndall
Clemson, SC
James R. & Abby Waldrop
Clemson, SC










Mr. & Mrs. Colonel H. Albcrtson
Easley, SC









Roy & Martha Johnson
Easley, SC
Mr. & Mrs Joe B. Jones
Easley, SC
T.E. Jones & Sons of Easley—
R.A. Jones
Easley, SC


















Mr. & Mrs. Roger Benjamin
Liberty, SC
Dr. Henry C. Martin
Liberty, SC
Agnes & Esco Ogan
Liberty, SC




Mr. & Mrs Bird Garrett
Pickens, SC
John & Jan Sparks
Pickens, SC






Dr. M.D. Alexander, Jr.
Blythewood, SC





















Charles Edward Corlcy III M.D.
Columbia, SC
). Lewis Cromer - Atty
Columbia, SC




)ohn E. & Jane R. Dennis
Columbia, SC












lames T. Hane, Jr.
Columbia, SC

























Budwiser of Anderson, SC
Columbia, SC
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Columbia, SC






























Mrs. Frances L. Chappell
Hopkins, SC




















Mr. & Mrs. Genhis I. |olly
Chesnee, SC
Mrs. lames V. Caggiano
Cowpens, SC
Mr. & Mrs Gary |ohnson/
Mr. & Mrs. [immy |ohnson/
Mr.S Mrs. Bill Davidson
Duncan, SC












Mr. & Mrs Allen Walcher
Inman, SC




















Chapman Grading & Concrete
Spartanburg, SC




































Dan R. O'Connell, Ir
Spartanburg, SC




















































A Tiger Fan & Supporter
Sumter, SC
UNION
















|ohn N. (Nickey) McCarter, |r.
Clover, SC
David M./Dr. Lewis W. Bartles
Fort Mill, SC
























Mr. & Mrs Robert A Gcttys, |r.
Arden, NC










Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Saverance
Asheville, NC
















Richard Newton Assoc. Inc.
Chariotte, NC































Mr. & Mrs. Dennis F. Wilson
Highlands, NC








George A. Goulston Co.
Monroe, NC






























lames F. Outlaw, |r.
Americus, GA










































Fred & Sybil Graham
Marietta, GA













































Frank & Mary Westbrook
Greenville SC


















Charles W. Aiken, Jr.
Louisville, KY
Life Members
Mr. & Mr Horace S, Berry
lames H. (lay) Gully
Bob& Pat Harmon









Mr. & Mr^ jamesT. Faulkner, [r.
)ohn M.Hall
Franklin D. & joycc B. Hartsell
C.L. Hugsins
Kins/Hail





Don H.& Gail R. Rowell
Lloyd E. Sammons
Leiand S. ScoH






Robert & Fern Bickley
Walter I.Bradley
In Memory of Gerald E. Brown. |r.




Mr. & Mr^ Steve C. F>gle








lohn S. & Charies R. ]t. Hatcher
H.EarieHolley.lr.
Mr. & Mrs. BoydE. jacobs
Ashley/Paul/Qlen
Arthur Leroy )ones
Eugene H. Kneece, jr.
|oseph K. Kneece
Sim McCarty



















Mr. & Mrs, H O Weeks. Sr.
Francis M . Wise, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs lohn Lec Wood,|r.
Melvin V. Yonce






John W. Holcomb Memorial
McLean VA
Denise A. & David L. Blauch
Midlothian, VA

























Dr, E E. Baillie
Roger D. Bannister
Melvin E. Bamctte
FFarold & lean Bates
Dr Roberts. Belk
Bclton Industries, Inc.
Better Beer & Wine
Mr. & Mrs Guy W. Black
Boscobel GoU& Country Club
lohn E. Boulwarc
William R. Bridscs
Mr. & Mrs. Ronnie L. Brock
Mr. & Mrs. George Brothers







{esse A- Cobb. |r.
Howard M. Corbett & Caryle
M.|, Crawford/Roland Drake
Ronnie E. Crawiord
Tommy, jane & |ana Crawford
R.H Danicls/|.T.Coxcy,|r.
Darby Metal Works, Inc.
Clarence A. Davis
W M. Dillard
Dr. Leonard W. Douglas
Billy |oe Durham
Geot^ H. Durham. |r.





Dr. & Mrs Richard C. Fox





Steve and Lillie Gilmer
Mr. & Mrs William H.Gilmer
Glen Rill Farms
Glenn Plumbing Co. , Inc.
loseph B. & Linda K. Glenn
Mr. & Mrs. D. Michael Greer
Mr.&Mrs. PhilC.Greeson
Dr. Charles R. Griffin
Gaude T. Griffin
Dr. & Mrs |ohn L. Guy
Hardy Boys Food Shops
Harley-Davidson of Anderson






Sam & Paulette Henley
Robert Lee Hill






Mr. & Mrs. C. Dean Coleman, Jr.
Spring, TX




Harry H. Frampton, III
Vail, CO
R. Kent Crawford
West Palm Beach, FL
Sheila Ann Finley Hilton
Dr.CharlcsW.Hinnant








Andy & Lori [arman
Wallace jones
Mr. & Mrs Michael D. junkins
Lewis H. Kceney
Dr David Kelley, P A.
GaryC.Kidd
Steven M. Krausc/)ody M. Young
[ames F. Little







Kenneth M. Mattison &
Christopher G. Olsen










lohn H. Owens, |r. /Marion Brooks
lames O. Parrott
Carolyn & Steve Pearce
]. Norman Phillips
Rjck&Beth Phillips
Harold A. Pickens& Sons, Inc.





jamcs & lean Reece
Charles L. Reid
jamcs E. Reid
Mrs. lames B. Rinchardt, }r.
M.|. Richbourg
Roddy's Fried Chicken
lames & Doris Rogers
Dr. lames M. Ruff
Grady & Patricia Sanders
Mr. & Mrs. E.|. Scarborough, [r.
Robert R. Seawnght
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis B. Simmons
lames M. Simpson
Singer Company Motor Products
& Sewing Machine Divisions
Charlie E. Smith
Dr |ohn Horton Smith
Mr. & Mrs Robert W. Smith
South General Const. Co., Inc.
Amie C. Spencer
Walter f*ricc Spires
Roger & Cher Stamey
Frank M. Stevenson
Tony K. Stewart
Mr. & Mrs. Furman Stone, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Frank B. Sullivan
Dr. Edgar Talbert
Mrs. lohn C.Taylor in
Mr. & Mrs. Fredrick \. Terry
Mrs. Nancy S. Thompson
Milan & Virginia Graham Thompson
$500 GOLD CARD
86
Tri County Battery Sales
Grcsory E. Tysl
Robert F. Unscr
In Memory of Marion Washington
Calvin R. Waters
Eugene & Susan Weddington
Wells Aluminum Southeast, Inc.
Western SizzJin Steak House
Whitaker-Simmons Chevrolet
David G. Williams














lack E., Sr. & jack E.. )r. Turner
BARNWELL




Allison & Patsy Grimes
Qinton Calhoun Lemon, [r.












Ronnie & Susan Nettles
Col. Wade H.Padgett. If.
Arthur T. Wilson
BERKLEY
CDS Land Surveying & Forestry
Robert H.DangerfiddJr.
Evagreen Christmas Tree Co.
Danny R. Frazier
Paul S. Gaston




Dr. Peter E. Myer^IV
Denny W. Orvin. |r.
David D. Page. |r.
F.M. Peagler
Nolan & Gerry Pontiff
lames H. Roricr, |r.
Bill Russell
Sign- Lite Co.
In Honor of Wilson G. Stecn








D. Giimore Haiglcr & Sons
EldonV.Haigler.Ir
H.B. Hair
F. Simons Hane, M .D.
fames M. Moss III & Son
H.T. Ulmcrlll
CHARLESTON
lohn Q. Adams, jr. & [ohn Q. Adams
in
Ashley River Animal Hospital
Associated Industrial
Don & loycc Austell










Kenneth B. Grace, }r.
F. Gregoric & Son
Al Hitchcock
Dr. lohn P. Howard
Troy L. [cnnings
Sharon & Mark Reams
Beth & Tim Dangerfield







David M. Murray, fr.
Aaron A. Nctttcs, |r.




Rogers & Brown Custom Brokers, Inc.
R.E.Sink,Ir.
loseph D. Thompson, |r..M.D.
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas M. Tobin
Truluck Construction
Luther O. & |. Randy Trussel!
Robert M. Turner
HE. Tyler
Dewey B. Welch. Ir.
Bob, [eanncttc, Anne & Gregg Wcidon
Andreas Westergaard III



















Mrs. f.l. Norton III
R.B. Sanders
Mr. & Mrs Sam L. Taylor
CHESTER
EmmcttW. Bninson
Terry & Sandra Darby
Steven Epps
Robert G. Garrison, |r.
Mr. & Mrs S. Wayne Goodyear




Mr. & Mrs. Stewart F. Melton
Mr. & Mrs. S. Tyson Melton
Michael D. Owensby
l.B. Prcssley.lr.







Mr. & Mrs )ofm R. Thomas
CLARENDON
Dr. Qarencc E. Coker, |r.
G. Ray Coker
Marion E. Ehibosc











Mr. & Mrs Paul L. Beach
Mr. & Mrs Timothy L. Beach
Larry Berry/Dr. Sam Hazel
W. Walter Hayncs.M.D.
DARLINGTON
Hubert C. Baker D.D.S.
Dr. William R. Blakcney
Dawkins Concrete Products, Inc.
Martin S. Driggers



















"In Memory of O.f. Knight Qas of 22"
David Cottingham























Mr. & Mrs Robert Cailiham
Rita Cailiham
Mr. & Mrs I.W. Gilliam, |r.
lack A. Hamilton
Mr. & Mrs. fames C. Holmes
Mr. & Mrs. LD. Hoimo.fr.
Mr. & Mrs. |ohn A. Hughes




Mr. & Mrs. G Milton Saggus, |r.
Catherines. Walsh





U. Col. Ralph W. Boys
lames L. Dorrier
W.M. Estes,lr.
I B. Frazier III
Barbara & Adrian Glerm
Warren R. Hemdon. Sr.











G. Wilson Bryce Memorial—
Bryce Mechanical Contr. . Inc.
Marvin C. Buchanan
Ivan M. Coleman
Frank A. Douglass, Ir.
"Clyde S. Bryce, Ir.P.E.-
Engincering Consultants"
Tommy M. Folk, |r.
Munford G. Fuller
Godbold/Daugh try
Tom Gressettc Pest Control-
Tom P. Gressettc
Dr. E.D. Guyton




Shealy Dental Oinic-Dr. Robert
G. {amison
Mr. & Mrs. William H. fohnson
Robert M. lordon









Edward D. Tinsley III
R.A. Vaughan












Inlet Nursery & Garden Center
Mr. & Mrs. W. Farrel Owens
Sam E. Smith/Richard F. Odom
Bmce D. Wheeler
Icsse E. Wright III




American Equipment Co., Inc.# 1
ASI Fittings Div. of H.&R..lnd.
Associated Oil Co.
fames Andrew Aston




















Mr & Mrs Richard C. Buchanan





Carolina Sprinkler Co.. !nc.#
Carolina Meter & Supply, Inc.
Carolina Spnnklcr Co. . Inc.
Carolina Welding Supply





Chemurgy F^roduds, Inc. # 1
Langdon Chevcs III
Mr. & Mrs Albert G. Childress
lames W. ChUds.M.D.
H. R. Chitwood
Col. lames Walker Qark







Commercial Air Cond. Service









Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Crawley
Howard Crensfiaw
|. Douglas Ocnshaw
Butch. George. Butler* Red
Custom Electric Co.
Daley Engineering & Sales
Thomas Ray Darragh, Ir.






Price & Ernestine Delk
BiUyS. Delk




Charles B. Duncan. Ir.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Durham, |r
Edward F. Durham, |r.









Fab-Tech, Inc.-WUUam |. Keith
Fasfiion First, Inc.
lohn & Celia Few
Charles E. Fmley
Thomas Finley




lames E. Foster. |r.
E. Cole Huckabec














M.L Garrett Construction Co.
Charles F. Gentry, |r.
I. M.GilfiUin
Levis L. Gilstrap





fermings L./Iennings L, |r./|ohn/
lames Graves
Mr. & Mrs. Steve B. Gray
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Coatcs
Dr. & Mrs. David Greene
Greenville Industrial
Greer Asphalt Paving, Inc.
laneH. Greer
Dr. noyd F. Griffin, |r.
|oanne Griffin
W.A.(Nig) Griffith
Edward D. Guy, Ir.
Paul F. Haigler, Ir.
Frank L HaU
Marvin W. Hambleton
lulia A. & Robert E. Hamilton
Robert A. & Pamela T. Hammock
Handee Mart Food Stores, Inc.
lamcsW. Hannah
|ohn B. Hardaway ID
I.e. Harmon








Mr. & Mrs. Icrry Hendrix
Darrell B. & Rebecca W. Herlong
loe A. HeweJI
Eddie Holbrook





Roy F. Hunt, |r.
Ms. Margaret Huskey
Amos Hykes & Hassle Davis
Ideal Meter Service
|oe A. Ivestcr
William S. Ivester. Sr.
Laurens I. lames
C. Raylenkins




Mr. & Mrs William R. lolly, Ir.
Bob lonesCo., Inc.
Qay Clones III
Mrs Dorothy B. |oncs
Mr. & MrsLeelones






lames W. Knox, Ir.
Mr. & Mrs. lohn N. Landreth, |r.
B.R. Langley |r.AV.L. Brigham, Jr.
W.S. Langley
CL Langston
luhan M. Langston, |r.
Harold D. Leatherman
Dr. Terrell Leekc
Cecd Glenn Lester. Ir.
Mr. & Mrs. LG. Lewis, jr.
Charles R. Lindsey









Mr. & MrsSeabrook Marchant






Mr. & Mrs George T. McAmish






McDonald's Corp. of Greenville
McDonald'sCorp. of Spartanburg
Robert I.McDrath










Donna & Barry MuUinax
Mr. & Mrs. lessie Myers
Natn'l Starch & Chemical Corp.
Ronald E. Nesmith
On. Newman & Batcheldor
lohn P. Nickerson
Mr. & Mrs Charles R. Niver
Col. (Ret) & Mrs. Paul T. Norris
Larry & Marian O'Dell
Orders Tile & EHst. Co. Inc.
Harold Orr
Cody and Nina Owens
W.D. Owens, Ir.
Mr. & Mrs M. Arnold Pace
WUUam E. Pace
Russell Hunter Park
Douglas F. Patrick & Robert G. Hopkins
PhiUp Patrick
Ray L & noyd Patrick
LR. "Choppy" Patterson
Wm. L& Louise T. Patterson





Mr. & Mrs. Andrew H. Pioth
William M. Pittcndrcish
Mr. & Mrs. Charles B. Pitts
Port Brokerage Co. #2
Port Brokerage Co. , Inc.
H.H. Provence, [r.
Raymond E. Putman




Don Reed & Associates
Mr. & Mrs. James Reese
Fredrif W. Rcinhold, \r.
RichardsAVilson
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Rickcr
Wilfred L. Robcrtshaw
Mr. & Mrs Tommy Robinson
lames Rochester Co., Inc.—
fames Rochester
David C. Rogers
Rogers& Brown Custom Bkrs.#2
David H. Roper, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. [.T. Roper
Perry & |ean Rosamond
Harold A./Cheryl/Darryl Rowley
Earl & Carolyn Sammons
Ben E. Sanders
Donald R. Savage
David R. Schumpcrt, |r.
George W. Sharpton










Sloan Construction Co., Inc.#2
I- Michael Smart
Dec Smith Family
H.W. Smith &H.W. Smith, If.
Mr. & Mrs. Keith R.Smith





William R. Stoddard. Ir.M.D.
Wherry/Stover
William W. Stover. )r.
Richard P. Slrawhom
Heath L Strawn, jr.







Terry & |ean-Maric Taylor
Newcli D. Crawford, )r.
lohn Russell Terry, )r.
[cTomc C. Thackston
Mr. & Mrs. [ames B. Tharpe
Aaron Dallas Thomas
William P. Thomason
Fred M . Thompson




Robert | . Thompson
)im Thrailkill & Dr. Ben Thrailkill
Threatt-Michael Const. Co. Inc.
George D. Tooke
[amesL. Townsend, [r.
Dr. William E. Tucker









lohn & Sally Wallace
Mr. & Mrs. William L Wallace
BUI G. Watkins
Mr. & Mrs David E. Watson & Rush
loseph P. Watson/Iohn Harrison
Ronald R. Watson
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Watson &
Ashley# 1
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Watson &
Ashley#2








Mr. & Mrs. Edward R. Williams
George E. Williams
"A Long Time Greenville Fan"
Willson Riggins Landscape. Inc.
Willson & Linda
j. Ed Winkler












Mr. & Mrs. Pitts Camak. Ir.







Mr. & Mrs. |ames Corley
R.B.Culp.Ir.
Mr. & Mrs. )ohn R. Davis & Robbie
Floyd Dcmoss






Greenwood Motor Lines Inc.
lohn F. Gregory. |r.
Francis E. Grier
William &Dania Griffith
















WUliam S. & Donna K. McCaU
Mark L. Metts






|. Herbert Powell, |r.
Quick Copies of Greenwood
Eugene Wallace Roberts. |r.
1/B/G Rosenlund/M Ozbum
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin E, Smith
Franklin F. Smith
George F. Smith. Ir.
Southern Brick Co.
f^chard & Dan Suggs
lohn & lennie Voisellc
Robert Elmer Warner
Warner Water Works/
Erwin & Gail Warner
Alfred L White




Dr. lerry Frank Crews, |r.
S.F. Crews. |r.






Winston A. Lawton. jr.
Mr.&Mrs.W.H.Mauldin
I
D. Rouse Sr. & Dr. |acob D. Rouse, |r.
Gerald Ulmer, [r.
HORRY




































Kenneth W. Carson, D.D.S.
Gary E. Holden
















Frank & Ann Ferguson
Pirst PabnettoCo.




Marion D. Lever. Ir.
Ralph McAteer
Sonny Plyler/Fred Adams





Rogers S. Walker. M.D.
Dr. Richard Yeadon Wescoal
M.G. WUliams




Mr. & Mrs R.L Cason





Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Kinard/Amy Lester
Albert DialMcAlistcT
Mr. & Mrs. lames H. McQellan, jr.
Richard Wayne Rabum
Walters. Ramage
Mrs. Wilma Seward & Larry Seward











Mr. & Mrs. H.L Allen. |r.
Billy Amick
Lonnie Edward Amick
Dr. Frank T. Arnold, Ir.
Don Aull
Helen C. Barrett
Mr. & Mrs Alvin N. Berry
RayO. Bickley
F.U. Black









Mr. & Mrs. |ohn C Cook
Robert I./Brenda W. Cooper







Mrs. lohn L. Frierson
Claudia Mane Gardner











Mr. & Mrs. Tyrone McCarty
Dr Richard L. McDaniel
Buren & Cheryl Mitchell
W.LMonts.Ir.
Frank D. Moore
Carl & Peggy Patterson








W. Frank Rogers, |r.
Glenn Scott
Mr. & Mrs. Clinton W. Sease




Son Well & Pump Co.
Charles M. Stuck
Harold B. Swygert. Ir.












Fritz N. lohnson, M.D.
Leslie W. Levy















Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow K. Koon
Gordon S. Leslie, Ir.



















Powell E. Way, Ir.













Harris Marines R.V. Inc.
DrFrankA.Hoshall.lr.
K-Mac Service, Inc.
Dcryl C KecseS Wm. C Kecsc
Kids Stuff Academy Inc.
Lake Kcowec Development Corp.
lohn N. Landrcth, Sr.
Dr. Harry B. Mays
QydeA.McCall
William T McClure.lr.
Mr. S Mrs. I. Whit Miller
Sara S Edd Mize
Oconee Golf Shop
Wilson W. S Laura Plamer
Ed Randall
Melissa S Dewey Rochester
Samaha Inc.
Qaude S. Simpson. Ir. S Col Tom 1
Bill Steele
Thrift Brothers Lumber Co.
Mr. S Mrs. LP. Wright
ORANGEBURG
LR.Bair.lr.
George L. Binnickcr, Ir.
Wm.B. Bookhart,|r.SSons





Paul M. Dunnavant. Ir.
CF. EvansS Co.
H.D. Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co. Inc.
Leland M. Bradshaw
Maynard D. Funchcss
Garrick Bros. Fa rms I nc
.
Mr. & Mrs. G. Martin Gilchrist
Gray S Gray Farms
Richard S Linda Haynes
LO. Hudson, |r.
Lake Dectric Inc.
Dr. S Mrs William O'Quinn
I.M. Russell. |r.
G.Tom Sandifer
Short Slop Food Store
Ted Shuler
lack G.Vallentinc III




Mr. S Mrs. Ragnar E. Anderson
Benson L Bagwell. D.M.D.
Mr. S Mrs. William I- Bamett
Robert L. Bishop







Mr. S Mrs. Neil E. Byerley
The Catos/Lewis, lulia. Lew. Pam
Mr. S Mrs. Steve H.Cato
Thomas F. Center










Tony S Allen Day
Roy M. Dill. |r.
Dixie Egg Farms, Inc.
Dr. S Mrs. William P. Dubosc III
EHickett Funeral Home
Attn: Mr. Alton B. Cumbie III
Mr. S Mrs. Fred H. Duncan
Barry S. Durham
Carrol & Evelyn Edens
Col. & Mrs Marvin C Ellison











Tom and Penny Gocbel
lohn C. Goodwin III
Dr, Wml-Goudelock
Mr. S Mrs. Ralph W. Grant S
Mr. S Mrs Ronald W.Grant
Dorscy E. Greer












Coach Frank 1- Howard
Hubert Steve Huffman








lohnny L. S Ann Lee
Lee's Textile Consultant








Mr. S Mrs L Paul Miller
I.H.Mills Auto Supply
Wayne Mitchell

















Tommy L. Reid Family










Michue] G.AV. Grov^- Smith/
Sprncer Ste^all
SmiUi'sHMbn8& All Cond. Inc.
Daviii L Spdrks
Mike Stewart
Frank M. TcrlLj/Wayne Glenn





Hcnr/ Vonc€ & Chai It-s Yonce




Mr & i^R. DW Baxter
Mr. &r^R.i. Dennis Bolt
Ronald K & Steven W Boyd
Mr & Mrs. )erry A. Brannon
W.L "Buddy" Broome










Mr & Mrs. Fred E. Culvemjr.
Ralph B- Cureton. jr.




Dr Raymond C. Dam/
Dr Waller B. Gress
Executive Associates
Dr Cftorge H. Fann
LewisW Felkel.lr.
Fint National Bank of SC
First Nabonal BankofSC#2
E. Thomas Fulmer
Wilder & ChnsUne Funk
Mr. and Mrs. Larry O. Gamble
William N. Geiger, |r.





Mr & Mrs William M. Hamilton
W.L ilamngton, |r,
Mrs George B Hemdon
Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. Hemdon
Charles E.Hill
H.M. Hodges. Ir. Memorial
Harry I )ohnson










George G. Matthews, jr.




Mr. & Mrs. lames T. McKinnon
David & Ruth McLellan
Timothy P. McClellan & Billy Fellers
David Milchum
W.LMonts.Sr.
Austin T Moore, |r.
ThomasC. Moss, )r.
leffrcy A. O'Cain
Raymond E. O'Keefe, M.D.
F. McCord Ogbum, )r.
William M .Osbum
Owen Steel Co.. Inc.
)im Pooser
F.M Reeves/K.L. Rice
Seaman Dectnc Supply, Inc.
S. Bruce Scawright
llmmy R. Sellers
Col A CL. Sheider.lr.




C. Leroyc Stokes Family
Mr. & Mrs. H T. Thompson. |r.&
H.T. Tliompson III
Mr & Mrs Charlie E.riU
Mr. & Mrs. Walter A. Tuten, jr.
I.W. Vaughn
)oc Ben Weeks






Frances S. & |ohn W. Hare
lames R. Herlong, Sr. & |ames R. Hcrlong, |r.
[oeP. Herlong
Mr. & Mrs. I. William lay




George S. & |oe Todd
Wheeler Tire Service
SPARTANBURG












Dr. j. Chris Caston
PB.Chappell
E.N. Church
Sam P. Clark & Charles t. Moore
Ciarkson Brothers Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. ThomasW Coggins 111
Pimco Chemical & Supply Co.
). Carroll Cox
lames Rudolph Cox II
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Crowder
William P. Dawkins






Dave & Terrie Garrcn
Georgia Pacific Corp.
C.E.Gray
Max & Rita Gregory
Mr. & Mrs. Wilbur K. Hammett
Robert G. Hammond
Dewey L. Hanna, [r.
Mr & Mrs. William R Harling






Kirkland S. johnston &
john B. lohnston








Mr. & Mrs. Tim Miller




Mr, & Mrs. Hughes C. Pennington






john F- Renfro, |r.









Spartan Food Systems, Inc.
Spartan Security Inc.
D.H.StansellCo.lnc.
lack M. Steinberg. C.L.U.&
Dr. Harold R. Rubel
Barry K. Stisser
leff Stocks






Mr. & Mrs. lerry E. Taylor
lames R. Thomason







George Spence Wise, |r.
Woman's Qinic
Dr. lames O. lohnson
|. David & Marie Wren
SUMTER
A.D.|r.&|oe Allbritton
|ohn |. Britton, |r.
"A Friend of Qemson"
Cuttino/Bcrry
E.M. Dubose







The National Bank of S.C.
|ohn A. Riley, David Strange&
Ricky Weathcrsbcc









Dr. & Mrs. David H. Brown
Wendell O. Brown Atty.
Alan K. Chandler






















Mr. & Mrs. | Dennis Crocker
Glenn E. Davis







Roland E. & Michael E. Goodwin
Mr.&Mrs. |efferyT. Haire






Mountain View Industries Inc.










David C. Leslie, |r.
Woodrow W. Littlefield, |r.
Mack Lyle
Stephen S. McCrorcy
Mr. & Mrs. Randall D. Merrell
Claud H. & Calvin B. Morrow
Robert W.Ncal














Ben R. Smith. |r.
B. Craig Thomas
|crrv A. Underwood
john N. Ir,, & |. Norman Warren





Mr. & Mrs. Brian D. Barksdale
Bill Barrineau
William E. Bates




Kenneth L. Brewton, |r.
Mrs. H.Paul Bridges








Mr. & Mrs. Thomas S. Castles
lerry O. Chapman
Chnsban Harward Furniture Co.
Colonial Building Maintenance
Terry Cook
David & Susan Crandall





Herman L. CHxon, Ir.
Brenda & Tom Dukes
Mr. & Mrs. lames L. Duncan, |r.
Bill Dunlap
L Robert Eckley III
Howard D. Williamson, |r.
Thomas I. Edmonds
Mr & Mrs. WilUamH.Elam
Carrol & Pal Epting










Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Greene




Charles R. Harper, Ir.
Mrs. Darcy D. Harris, |r.
lames R. Hendricks, |r.
E. Guy Hendrix
Mr SMrs.W.M.Hobson
leffa-ey and Stephanie Holland
H.L. Hoover
Samuel Reid Horton, |r.
Stanley P. Hunnicutt
Mr. and Mrs. Terry A. Hunl




lohn S. lenkins, |r.
"Cas" lohnson
Bobby B. loUey






W.F. Knckhan |r./BiU Krickhan
Alan W. Kuester
Mrs. Frances O. Lewis
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Lmdsey
























Richard & Tommy Roche
Floyd & Barbara Rogers








Mr. & Mrs. Delmar W. Shirley
Mr. & Mrs. Steven C. Shirley
Fred & Connie Silver
Dr. Bruce Allen Simmons
C. Cari Smith
Col Fred L. Sparks, Ir.
Guy P- Stanley
Toby StanscU


























C&K Machines Die Inc.
|ohn L Campbell
Larry/LoUi/Micki/Rance Qark
A.I. & Nona Coleman
lohn Herbert Conrad
WUIiam W.Cooper, jr.





Dr. |.R. Edwards/Larry Sweat
William F. Evans, |r.
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Farmer, |r.
Mr. & Mrs. Michael G. Gasque
Mr. & Mrs. Francis |. George
Earle & Camellia Greene








Mr. & Mrs. Allan [ohnson
|im & Nancy Kay
W. Gordon Kay
Dr. B. Paul Kellett
lacks. Kelly











Raymond I Mcfadden, |r.
Walter McGee

























Dr. Michael A. Watts














Wilson C. Childress III
Douglas F . Clements







Robert L. & Kenneth R. Flint
lohn D. Galloway, U.S.N. Ret.
Richard HGettys,lr.
lames R. Hambright/G.L Wood
Paul M. Harmon
Col-EmestL. Hatchell,|r.





















Dawn V & David A. Sapp










Girls - Infant thru Pre-teen
Boys -Infant thru 20
FEATURING SHOES FOR FALL
Loehmann's Plaza 268-3252
GREENVILLE, SC.
ROY AND GLORIA SEAVER OWNERS






Offeringpersonnely consulting, and training
Allyour chemicaland textile needs
PHILUPS RESOURCE GROUP PhilUps Textile




The Clcmson University Athletic Department provides the follow-
in3 for your safety and cmersency medical needs:
1. Advanced cardiac life-support stations in four locations.
(North stands, Upper North deck, South stands. Upper
South deck.) These units are staffed with skill-care nurses,
physicians, cardiologists, internists, paramedics, and EMTs.
2. Mobile units of EMTs and paramedics are strategically located
throughout the entire stadium.
3. Ambulances with life-support equipment arc available in
North stand and South stand areas and have prearranged
routes for evacuation to local hospitals.
Learn to recognize these personnel and faciltics.
Announcements will inform you of special hazards — heat,
bees, etc.
WHAT TO DO IF EMERGENCIES ARISE
Please step back and give the organized stadium EMS personnel
room to work. Well-intentioned attempts to help by untrained per-
sons interferes with the efficiency of the EMS system. If you have
basic or advanced training in specific life-support methods, make
your qualifications known and offer your help. Untrained personnel
can be frequently more harmful than helpful.
MEDICAL ADVICE FOR FANS
If you have a pre-existing medical or health problem, please check
with your personal physician and obtain his advice before attending
games. Many emergencies occuring at the stadium do so because of
prior existing conditions. Use conrmion sense in dressing, eating,
drinking and in physical exertion. Be certain if you have any pre-
existing medical conditions that you have identification on you as to
the diagnosis and what medications you are currently taking.
Be aware of early warning signs of heart attacks: chest pain, chest
tightness, shortness of breath, sweating, palpitations, fainting, nausea
and vomiting.
Recognize that our most conrmion serious medical problem at foot-
ball games are heart attacks and allergic reactions to insect stings. Be
aware that insect stings will continue to always be very frequent at
outdoor sporting events and should always be treated with immediate
ice until advice can be obtained. If you have ever had a reaction to
bee or other insect sting, check with your personal physician as to
whether you should carry a kit.
The stadium emergency phone number is (803) 656-2 110.




EWe're in the Yellow Pages.
91
Anderson . (803)226-7671 Greenville/Spartanburg • (803)242-3600
Augusta • (404)722-6416 Greenwood . (803)223-1361
Charleston . (803)767-0500 ' Rock Hill • (803)324-5100
Charlotte • (704)376-0955 South Carolina Wats 1 -800-922-8820






































Ward Smith Chevrolet, Buick Inc.
Seneca
Ike Rounlrcc
Rountrec Inc. - Chrysler-Plymouth-Dodge
Omdcn
jay Henry Sitton, )r.

















BenSatchcr Ford Co.. Inc.
Lexington
Forrest Hughes
Winnsboro Motor Sales Co., Inc.
Winnsboro
Mike Taylor








Our most sincere appreciation also goes to AJcx Coleman of Coleman Chevrolet Olds Inc., of Lake City, SC; )ake Walters of Piedmont Honda
in Anderson, SC, who along with the others pictured have donated cars to the Athletic Department for use in travel by members of the staff.
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Clemson players, coaches and fans are famous
for mustering up big appetites. That's when they
want the best U.S.D.A. Graded Choice heavy
grain-fed Western Beef. Beef that's actually
guaranteed to be tender. Every time. And







1 CONNECTICUT, 8:00 PM
5 MERCER, 8:00 PM
8 at Indiana Classic, TBA
9 Virginia, UCLA, Indiana, Clemson
12 PFEIFFER, 8:00 PM
1 6 NORTH CAROLINA, 2 :00 PM
19 APPALACHIAN STATE, 8:00 PM
23 at Duke, 2 :00 PM
26 ERSKINE, 8:00 PM
October
3 WINTHROP, 8:00 PM
7 at Wake Forest, 2:00 PM
10 USC-SPARTANBURG, 8:00 PM
14 atSouth Carolina, 2:00 PM
16 DAVIDSON, 8:00 PM
19 CLEMSON INVITATIONAL,
Fri.- 6:00 & 8:00 PM
21 Sun.-1:00&3:00PM
Florida International, Tampa,
N.C. State and Clemson
24 at Furman, 7:30 PM
28 MARYLAND, 2 :00 PM
November
2 VIRGINIA, 7:30 PM
4 VANDERBILT, 2:00 PM
11 N.C. STATE, 2:00 PM
FootbaU
September
1 APPALACHIAN STATE, 1:00 EDT
(IPTAYDay)
8 alVirsinia, 7:00 EDT
22 atCeorsia, 1:30 EDT
29 at Georgia Tech, 1:30 EDT
October
6 NORTH CAROLINA, 1:00 EDT
20 DUKE, 1:00 EDT
(Homecoming)
27 atN.C.SUtc, 1:00 EDT
November
3 WAKE FOREST, 1:00 EST
(Hall ofFame Day)
10 VIRGINIA TECH, 1:00 EST
(Parent's Day)
17 Maryland, 1:00 EST
(Baltimore, MD)
24 SOUTH CAROLINA, 1 :00 EST
VoUeybaU
September
1 2 COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON, 7:00 PM
14 atSouth Carolina, 7:00 PM
18 at Western Carolina, 7:00 PM
21-22 at Alabama Birmingham Tourney
(UAB, Clemson, Central Florida,
Mississippi, Tennessee Tech)
25 FRANCIS MARION, 7:00 PM
27 at Winthrop, 7:00 PM
High Point College, 8:00 PM
30 DUKE, 1:30 PM
October
2 SOUTH CAROLINA, 6:00 PM
4 atWakc Forest, 4:30 PM
5 at Virginia, 7:00 PM
6 'UNC-Charlotte, 10:00 PM
•Liberty Baptist, 2:00 PM
8 at College of Charleston, 7:00 PM
12 NORTH CAROLINA, 7:00 PM
16 GEORGIA TECH, 7:00 PM
17 WINTHROP, 7:00 PM
19 at N.C. State, 7:30 PM
23 at Georgia, 5:00 PM
24 at Francis Marion, 7:00 PM
26-27 at Hofstra Invitational
(Clemson, FaiHeigh-Dickinson, Prince-
ton, Providence, William & Mary)
November
1 WESTERN CAROLINA, 7:00 PM
2 MARYLAND, 7:00 PM
5 GEORGIA, 7:00 PM
7 UNC-CHARLOTTE, 7:00 PM













1 3 Furman Invitational
Greenville, SC
2 7 Atlantic Coast Conference
Chapel Hill, NC
November


























For the past three years
,j the Orange Aids Catalog
Marketing program has
made it possible for
Clemson Alumni and IPTAY
members to shop at home
for quality Clemson
products. The Orange Aids
program provides only
officially licensed Clemson
products and the proceeds
go to support various
programs at the University.
MOW THERE'S MORE. The
Orange Aids Station is a
new retail outlet for
Clemson paraphernalia
located adjacent to gate 9
on the northwest corner of
Memorial Stadium. The
Orange Aids Station is an
extension of the Clemson
University Bookstore and
will display all items which
are in the Orange Aids
catalog plus a broad
selection of products
previously available only in
the bookstore. You are
encouraged to shop in the
Orange Aids Station before
and after each home
football game. The Orange
Aids Station will be open










Connor, 19, is a sophomore striker
on Clemson's soccer team. After finish-
ing the 1983 season with 26 total
points and placing second on the team
in goals (11) and winning goals (3),
Connor has been a very strong goal-
scorer this season. He led the team in
scoring through 1 games this year and
was second in the ACC with 20 points.
He was one of three players to see ac-
tion in all 2 1 games last year, and he
started all but three. In high school, he was all-state his last two seasons,
all-conference, and an All-Midwest choice. At Kirkwood High in St. Louis,
he was the all-time leader in scoring with 75 goals in three seasons. Connor,
an accounting major, was one of three all-state selections from St. Louis to
enroll in CIcmson in 1983.
Robert dcBrouwer
Hilvarenbeek, Netherlands
deBrouwer, 21, had a successful
start in this year's cross country season
with a first-place finish at the Georgia
State Invitational in the 8,000 meters.
His time of 25:15.9 helped lead the
team to an overall first-place victory.
He then finished third at the Tar Heel
^^^M^k Invitational guiding Clemson to a first-
^^^^K^^HIE^ '^^^^^ place team finish. deBrouwer entered
^^^^^ ^ ' / /^^^^^^ Clemson University last january as a^^^^^ ^^^^^^ Recreation and Parks Administration
major. Before coming to Clemson, he placed third in both the 1 ,500 meter
outdoor and 3,000 meter indoor at the Dutch National Championships. He
also participated on the Dutch national team during the World Cross Country
Championships in Gateshead, England, and in the international meet against
Belgium. Along with these honors, deBrouwer holds the Dutch district re-




Nivens, 22, is a senior grappler for
the Tigers wrestling team. Last year, he
won the ACC Championship title in the
177-pound weight class and is the
team starter at that position this season.
He was one of a record five CIcmson
wrestlers to qualify for the NCAA tour-
/ V nament and will play a leading role on
captains. Nivens was also a finalist in
last year's Sunshine Open and in the
South Eastern Intercollegiate Wrestling Assocation tournament. He finished
last year with 29 wins and 1 2 losses.
|odie Lawactz
^fl^HjP St. Croix, Virgin Islands
Lawaetz, 19, is in her second year as
a Lady Tiger swimmer. She specializes
in the 100 and 200-meter Butterfly
and the 200 and 400-meter Individual
medleys. This summer, as well as in
1 980, she was a member of the Virgin
Islands Olympic swim team. Lawaetz
also swam on the 1982 Virgin Islands
World Championship Team and holds
several national records. The adminis-
trative management major was second
at last year's ACC championships in the 200-meter butterfly and was an
NCAA qualifier in the same event with a time of 2:03.82. She also qualified
for the NCAA finals in the 400-meter relay with a time of 3:55.10. She




Knight, 19, is a junior forward on
Clemson's women's basketball team.
In the 1983-84 season, she was the
team's leading scorer with an average
of 17.1 points per game. She was also
the team's best free throw shooter, as
she converted 80.4 percent of her foul
shots, and also won the Hustle Award
for her tremendous effort and en-
thusicism. Knight started in all 30
games last year and was named to the
second-team AII-ACC squad. She had high scoring games against both Wake
Forest and Maryland with 30 points in each. While attending River View
Academy in Albany, she was voted most valuable player and was the team's
top scorer in each of her four years.
Richard Matuszewski
Hopewell function, NY
Matuszewski, 20, known as the Ice-
man because of his ability to play so
well under pressure, is a junior on the
Tiger tennis team. On Clemson's ACC
championship team last year, he was
seeded fifth in singles with a 50-22 re-
cord overall and 10-0 in ACC play. In
1983, he was an ACC champ with a
number-six spot in singles, and he
earned the number-three spot in a dou-
bles championship with Orestes Bacz at
the South Carolina State tournament. The same year, Matuszewski had the
longest winning streak of any singles player with nine wins in a row from
April 3 to May 10. In the summer of 1983, he won four amateur doubles
titles and one singles title. He is an accounting major and is expected to have





Get ready for one of the winningest combinations in college football history! It s
ACC football and Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions.
This year, for the first time ever, millions of viewers will be treated to a full schedule
ofAGC gridiron action.And we're proud to announce that we'll be the ones bringing you every
heart-pounding second!
We're part of the Jefferson-Pilot family of companies.And whether it's protecting
families with life insurance or entertaining them on radio and television, our commitment to
quality, in business and in life, remains the same.
So, as the passion and the pageantry ofone ofAmerica's most exciting sports specta-
cles unfolds across some of the country's most beautiful campuses, all of us at Jefferson-Pilot
Teleproductions wish each AGG member the very best of luck. And we invite everyone to
enjoy the action with us.
AGG football and Jefferson-Pilot Teleproductions. It's the beginning of a whole new
winning tradition.




During his life Paul Yodcr has served as a
Private First Class in the United States Army,
worked on 42nd Street in New York City,
gone to Japan 14 times since 1965, and vis-
ited Clemson once in the 1960's. Paul
Voder is an arranger—he takes pieces of
music and rearranges them into other pieces
of music. Perhaps you have never heard of
Paul Yoder, but everyone who wears the
orange and white is familiar with at least one
of his works. Among his many creations,
Paul Yoder took a piece written by the Origi-
nal Dixieland Jazz Band and rearranged it
into a song suitable for marching bands, a
lively little tune called Tiger Rag.
Bom in Tacoma, WA in 1908, Yodcr
performed his undergraduate studies at the
University of North Dakota and later re-
ceived a Masters of Music degree from
Northwestern University in 1941. On Oc-
tober 8, 1983, on his 75th birthday, the
University of North Dakota, as part of the
school's centennial observances, honored
Yoder with an honorary doctorate in music
studies. He has composed and arranged
music for school bands since 1933, and is a
past-president of the American Bandmasters
Association.
In the mid- 1 930's Yoder assembled a col-
lection of pieces known as "America
Swings." After a stint in the army during
World War II, Yoder took his "America
Swings" collection, which included Tiger
Rag, and went to work with the club bands
of New York. Although some bands steered
away from his quickstep style of music, many
downtown bands welcomed it with open
arms.
From there Yoder went on to work with
a number of Broadway musicals. He produc-
ed a total of 22 highlight strums from such
shows as "Kiss Me Kate", "Camclot",
"Gypsy", and "Damn Yankees", working
with, among others, Ralph Satz and George
Gershwin.
However, Yoder never left his true calling
of composing marching band music. He has
compiled five band showbooks and has been
instrumental in the genesis of Japanese con-
temporary marching music. Since 1965
Yodcr has made 14 tours of Japan, working
with marching bands and urging composers
there to begin using less traditional styles of
music. One of Yoder's favorite memories
comes from his Japan visits. Sporting a long,
thin moustache and a goatee beard of salt-
and-pepper hair, he was compared to Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken's Colonel Sanders by
Japanese youth, who pointed to their chick-
en boxes while exclaiming "Yoder-son,
Yoder-son!", (Mr. Yoder, Mr. Yoder!").
It was during those times that Paul Yoder
visited Death Valley. Yoder visited Clemson
once in the mid-1960's when the university
still sponsored its annual Band Day. Al-
though impressed with the many bands play-
ing Tiger Rag, the famous Clemson spirit,
and the unmatched beauty of Clemson Uni-
versity, surprisingly, Yoder admits that it was
the statue of Thomas Green Clemson that
made him a Tiger fan for life. Yoder re-
flected, "I have had a very warm spot in my
heart for your university since that famous
Band Day. I was very much impressed on en-
tering the campus to see NOT an equestrian
statue or a figure in cap and gown, but there
was Mr. Clemson, seated." Yoder pictures
Clemson as being at home "smoking a big
cigar and wearing a Derby hat."
Tiger Rag has been used as the school's
pep tune (a fight song has lyrics) since the
1 940's, according to Dr. Edwin A. Freeman
of Clemson's music department. Dr.
Freeman's father. Dr. Edwin Jones Freeman,
for whom Freeman Hall is named, had writ-
ten "Tiger Rah", a fight song around 1935,
but the song never quite caught on with the
Clemson cadets. "As the Caissons Go Roll-
ing Along" and "Dixie" have also served as
Clemson fight songs throughout the years.
Tiger Rag was copyrighted in 1917 by
Nick LaRocha and the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band. However, JcUyroll Morton, a
noted jazz pianist, claimed to have produced
and named Tiger Rag from an old French
quadrille; although, it should be noted that
while Mr. Morton is a renowned musician,
his many composition claims are considered
dubious by most music historians. Through
the years the song has been rearranged and
performed by the likes of the New Orieans
Rythm Kings, Earle Hines, Chades
Dombcrger's Orchestra, Duke Ellington,
Louis Armstrong, Ozzie Nelson, and Benny
Goodman.
It should be pointed out that Tiger Rag is
not the official song of Clemson University,
and the school has no rights to the song. The
Yoder arrangement rights are owned by the
Big Three Company. The song is out of print,
and copies are unavailable, much to the dis-
may of Clemson's Tiger Band, who is run-
ning out of copies. Although the original
1917 copyright goes into public domain in
1992, the rights to the Yoder arrangement
won't be released into public domain until
2020. In short, should anything happen to
Clemson's exisfing copies of Tiger Rag and
Big Three Company does not print any more
copies, Tiger Band will be stuck until 2020.
Already, band members are required to
memorize the music and return the copies to
the files. Hopefully, Clemson's teams will
give the band plenty of opportunity to prac-
tice the song and assure a perfect memoriza-
tion.
The success of the song acts as a tribute to
Clemson spirit. Not only can one hear Tiger
Rag at Tiger football and basketball games,
but watches, music boxes, clock-pens, stuf-
fed dolls, teddy bears, and air horns are just
some of the paraphenalia available that pro-
duce the notes that stir the emotions of the
Tiger loyalty. While the Tiger Paw can be
called Clemson's visual trademark. Tiger Rag
can be called Clemson's auditory trademark.
So, the next time your temperature rises
and your heart beats a little faster, and you
come to your feet while your hands clap furi-
ously as you revel in "The Song That Shakes
The Southland", take Ume to remember that
man who looks like Col. Sanders. His name
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These books make great gifts for such occasions as showers,
birthdays, Christmas or just a thoughtful remembrance. Why
not place an order to keep on hand. You WILL NOT find
another gift for this price!!
(TIGER FANS - Remember these Clemson books when
thinking of your Christmas gifts for your business. Let's
send these TIGER RECIPES across the country!!!!)
SPECIAL PRICE
$5.00 each
plus 1.00 handling and shipping
$6.00
OR
3 books for $10.00
plus 1.50 handling and shipping
$11.50
OR
1 case (30 books) for $100.00 - (shipped free)
Send orders to:
WESTMORELAND PRINTERS, INC.
P. 0. Box 1 Attn: Jack F. Westmoreland
Clover, SC. 29710 Telephone (803)222-4501
Offer good through November 30, 1984
Orders filled the same day they are received.
Any group or organizations wanting to sell these books as a
money making project - please contact us.
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WSPA-TV is back this
fall bringing you another great season
of Tiger Football, Saturday nights
at 11:30 pm following Eyewitness
News Weekend Report.
When it comes
to all your favorite
sports, TV-7 keeps you







Chuckie Richardson just keeps getting bet-
ter.
Take his freshman year, for instance. For
the most part, it was solid as he recorded 1
1
tackles, three of those in the season finale
against South Carolina. "I just always seem
to play well against them," he said.
His second season also had a triumphant
ending. "Yeah," he smiles. "We won the
national championship. Boy, that was a great
year. I guess my greatest thrill at Clemson
was the Orange Bowl win. It was something
that I won't ever forget." Judging by his en-
thusiasm, you probably would not guess that
Richardson red-shirted that season. "It was
still a great thrill for me."
After sitting out 1981, he ended his sec-
ond active campaign of football with a bang.
When both Otis Lindsey and Johnny Re-
mbert suffered injuries, he started in the Mir-
age Bowl game against Wake Forest. Taking
advantage of the chance to prove himself, he
led the team with 1 tackles while he broke
up two passes and caused a fumble in what
has proved to be his best outing as a Tiger.
And, the finale of last season is another
game he won't soon forget. "I got the first in-
terception of my career then," he smiled. "It
wasn't something I had thought much about.
It was just my being in the right place at the
right time."
The story of how Richardson chose Clem-
son is another case of being in the right place
at the right time. "I'd never heard of Clem-
son until I saw them beat Ohio State in the
Gator Bowl on television. I came for my offi-
cial visit at Homecoming (1979), but I
didn't even spend the night. I went straight
home without looking at the rest of the cam-
pus. I was really impressed with the en-
thusiasm of the crowd, and so I decided to
come here. I never really saw the campus be-
fore my freshman year, but that was my own
fault."
The road at Clemson has not always been
easy for Richardson. During his freshman
year, he underwent an emergency appendec-
temy and had arthroscopic surgery on his left
knee. Prior to last year, he again injured the
knee, but luckily, no surgery was necessary.
"The knee feels fine now," he says. "It
doesn't bother me anymore. If I had to get
hurt, I'm glad it was during the off-season. I
have never missed a game because of an in-
jury."
Chuckie Richardson is not waiting for the
South Carolina game to prove himself this
year. "I've got more confidence than ever
and this is the best I've ever played. I'm just
proud to be at Clemson for my last year."
And he should be proud. He has played
very well as a reserve linebacker and has seen
action in every game thus far. The higfilight
of his senior season so far came against Geor-
gia, when he recorded nine tackles and had
an interception.
Aside from football, Richardson leads a
quiet life. "I like to relax, listen to music, and
spend time with friends. I just take life one
day at a time." He will reach another miles-
tone in August, when he is expected to
graduate with a degree in technical arts. "I'd
like to keep playing football, but I also want
to teach. I like to work with kids.
"Another thing I really like to do travel.
I enjoy new places and new things. Going to
Japan two years ago was a great experience
for me. It was interesting to see a different
culture from ours. The people were friendly
and made us feel welcome. Even after my
football career ends, I will always remember
that experience. I really enjoyed the Mirage
Bowl trip and game." Wake Forest will attest
to that fact.
The future holds many options for Chuc-
kie Richardson. And you can bet that what-
ever he does, he will always be in the right





Turned around, "homecomins" says "comins
home", which is what thousands of alumni will
be doing today as Clemson plays host to the Duke
Blue Devils for Homecoming 1984. The campus
comes alive with an electric excitement that ac-
companies homecoming activities — a new home-
coming queen, Tigerama, and the fraternity floats
- to name just a few.
Prior to kickoff Tiger Band will entertain
today's crowd with a prcgamc show, starting with
the traditional tunes of "Sock It To 'Em", the
Orange Bowl March, and "Tiger Rag" while spel-
ling the word ' 'Tigers.
Today's guests of honor dotting the "i" will be
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Butler of Burlington, NC.
Mr. Butler is currently serving the second of a two-
year term as the National President of the Clem-
son Alumni Association. A member of the Class
of '53, Butler is the father of two children. The
Butlers will also be joined by Dr. D.T. Hardin of
Chattanooga, TN. A member of the Class of
1912, Mr. Hardin has established an honorary
scholarship at Clemson.
The pregame show continues with Tiger Band's
rendition of "You're A Grand Old Flag"; "Ameri-
ca The Beautiful", directed by Richard E. Goods-
tcin and accompanied by the Clemson University
Chorus; "The Star-Spangled Banner", directed by
Bruce F. Cook; and the Clemson University Alma
Mater, directed by William W. Campbell. The
colors will be presented by Toni Donaldson,
David Ashe, Diane Neely, john O'Nan and Color
Guard Commander Dallas Harkcn of the Clemson
University Air Force ROTC. Today's invocation
will be offered by The Reverend John Tadlock of
the Baptist Campus Ministry. Uproar '84 con-
tinues as the Tigers make their traditional run
down the hill while Tiger Rag is played by Tiger
Band.
"National Emblem", composed by Edwin E.
Bagley in 1906, will get today's halftime show
underway. The sousaphone section will be fea-
tured in this song that borrows its first principal
theme from the national anthem. The Clemson
University Chorus will then accompany Tiger
Band under the direction of William Campbell in
"The Battle Hymn Of The Republic", with words
by julia Ward Howe. It was arranged for the
chorus by Peter J. Wilouski, and arranged for the
marching band by John Neilson.
The newly-crowned homecoming queen will
then be presented. Riding on a float made by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, the queen will cir-
cle the field and come to the "Clemson" sidelines
to the background of "The Way We Were" and
"IF'. The float was designed by Scott Macrae and
Phil Evans, while Pat Mumford serves as president
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Today's halftime show finale will be directed
by a special guest. Dr. Paul Yoder, arranger of
Tiger Rag, takes the baton to lead the joint effort
of Tiger Band and the second annual Tiger Alumni
Band in "The Song That Shakes The Southland"
— Tiger Rag.
This week Tiger Band would like to feature its
sousaphone section. More commonly known as
the tuba, this instrument is known for its deep
"oompah" sound. John Pfiillips Sousa took the
tuba, which had an upright opening, and turned
the bell so that it came over the player's head and
faced outward, thereby directing the sound for-
ward. Tiger Band now owns all new sousaphones,
specially-made for them of a silvery metal. Al-
though the new instruments are much heavier
than the plastic ones they replaced — 36 pounds
as opposed to 20 pounds — they do produce a
much clearer resonance. Dave Johnston and John
McGuire serve as leaders of the sousaphone sec-
tion.
After the game most fraternities, sororities, and
other groups on campus have socials scheduled
for their alumni. Other weekend activities include
or included Tigerama, a fireworks display, and
"An Evening with Bill Cosby".
The Clemson Sousaphone Section
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In football a fumble can be
The Same is True in Aircondltioning.




We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
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